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BRITISH SHIP SINKS
Van ("oiiver. B. C, April 5. The
liner Makura. new en route from this
port to Australia, was ordered to call
at Fanning Island on. leaving Hono
lulu, to pick up a party of shipwreck-- 1
ed sailors, according to advices received by the Zelandla which arrived to
day from Australia. Information of the
wreck Is vague but the vessel Is believed to have been a British sailing
ship which encountered the hurricane HIGHER LEGISLATIVE BODY WILL
and became waterlogged, her men
CONSIDER IMPORTANT MEAS
taking to the boats.
URE SOON

ON THE STEEL

REACHES

OF

FRIDAY,

SENATE TO

IULL OF DEATH EXACTED BY
SWOLLEN

LEAPED WIRE TELEQRARH 8ER VICE

M'.miii i h

; : i

WOMEN

WIRELESS OPERATORS
Washington, April 5. Women will
supplant men as wireless operators
on the steamship In the north Pa
cific if the plans of R. H.
Armstrong,
manager of a wireless telegraph company that has contracts with many
liners, are followed. Mr. Armstrong
who says men are not always satis
factory, yesterday engaged Miss Ma
bel Kelso and Miss S.
Through for
his first women operators and turned
them over to Chief Operator C. B.
Cooper for instructions.
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LEGISLATURE MAY

ELECT ANOTHER SENATOR

BEFORE COMING TO CLOSE

Fall Has Announced Determination to
cure
at Once
Re-Electi-

MONTANA

Se-

DEMOCRATS.
San Diego, Calif., April 5. Eight GOMMITTEE'SREPORT ADVERSE
Helena, Mont, April 5 Members
members of the Industrial Workers
of the democratic state central com
of the World have been deported from IT DECLARES
PROPOSED
BILL mlttee of Montana are arriving here
CREST NOT DUE FOR TWO MORE DAYS San Diego bythe police and posse of WOULD RUIN ONE OF NA- for the meeting tomorrow to fix the ANDREWS HAS ALSO ENTERED
THE GAME
constables since yesterday morning,
date and pJace of holding the state
TION'S BIG ENTERPRISES
according to statements made by the
convention that will select delegates
police today. Some of the men were
to the national convention at Balti
Lower River Points Anticipate Serious Conditions When Immense placed on a big automobile truck be WOULD DECREASE REVENUES more. The Wilson supporters, headed Former
Delegate Jo Congress Declares The Republican Party
longing to the Are department this
by Governor Norris, expect to conVolume of Water Comes Down the Mississippi-Thousa- nds
and
to
taken
limits
the
morning
Owes Him I he Senatorial Toga Because of His Recity
trol the state convention. Clark and
AN- BELIEVE
where the first camp of guards to turn COMMITTEEMEN
of People Are Homeless and Are Being Sheltered
Harmon, however, both have their folcent Retirement He Favors Enactment of
back the intruders has been establish- - f NUAL DEFICIT OF $1,400,000
lowers among Montana democrats and
Under Tents Provided by the Militia and
Preferential Primary Law With the
ed. From thence northward the InWOULD OCCUR
It appears certain that a hard fight
Federal Quartermaster
dustrial Workers' members
were
will be made to prevent Instructions
Emergency Clause Attached
hustled to the second camp at the
for
Wilson.
5.
An
Washington, April
agreecounty line and ordered to keep
ment) to take up the house iron and
While reports today from upper tucky, and Union
steel tariff revision bill by week after
City, Tennessee.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 5 Within The Christian Scientists are repre- stretches of river territory were on The Nashville, Chattanooga and St.
next was reached in the senate to
the next few days the New Mexico seated by an attorney, Judge E. A.
the whole encouraging to the thou loufs railroad is running trains to
Mann jf Albuquerque.
day. Senator Penrose presented the COTTON EXPORTS HAVE legislature may be
again striving to
sands of high water refugees in towns Bast Hickman, a mile away, where a STRIKERS ENGAGE IN
finance committee's adverse report on
accomplish the election of a United
along the Mississippi, nevertheless in temporary station has been erected.
the bill and in response to questions
INCREASED ONE-HAL- F
dications continue to point to the de On the hill where tents have been
States senator. This became appar
TONG WAR RESUMED.
BATTLE WITH POLICE he and Senator Simmons, speaking
ent today when friends of Senator A.
San Francisco, April 5. The Pacifthe women of Hdckman assisted
velopment of an even more serious
for both the majority and minority,
flood situation in the lower valley in preparing the camp for the
,
said they would
to begin FEBRUARY OF THIS YEAR SHOW B. Fall announced their Intention of ic coast tong war, which has resulted
than now exists. Today was marked
N.
IS
endeavoring to bring about the re- In a half dozen deaths since the openSCENEPASSIAC,
OF
the consideration of the measure at
J.,
distributing food, clothing and
ED LARGEST
EVBUSINESS
of Pall to succeed himself ing of hostilities
election
ENCOUNTER
by the usual number of alarming rum bedding.
STARTED BY
the earliest possible date.
ER RECORDED
February 2 between
ors of serious disasters, many prov
before
the
adjournment of the present the Hop Sing and Sin Suey Ting
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS.
Senator Simmons said the democra
session. The Fall supporters are de- tongs, out here again today In the
ing erroneous on investigation. The
tic members of the finance commisCairo Gets a Fright
Washington, April 5. Exports of
to carry out this program
termined
a
from
backwater
draining pump at
Passaic, N. J., April . A battle be- sion would file the
shooting of Tue Quong Sing, a memminority report. cotton manufacturers from the Uni- and
Cairo. 111., April 5. The Backing ot
tween several hundred striking silk An adverse
Cairo, Illinois, led to the report, that
they
undoubtedly are hacked by ber of the Hop Sing Tong He was
on
ted
were
in
this
States
the
report
year
February
house
steel
Members of shot three times, but It is
Senator Fall himself.
the levee which protects Cairo from water from the Tenth street drainage mil operatives and 4u deputy sheriffs revision bill,
thought he
signed by all the republi- 50 per cent larger than in February,
and
the
of
the
the Ohio river had broken and that pump today threw citizens into a pan and policemen occurred today outside can members of the finance
republican will recover. His assailants, believed
legislature
1911, the total value being practically
committee
ic and a report spread that the levee
the city was doomed. A prompt de
the Fortsmann and Huffman silk mill except Senator LaFoIette, was sub- $5,W0,0OO against 3,250,000 for Feb- state committee today received tele- to be Sin Suey Ying gunmen, escaped.
nial of the report was made by the which holds the river out of Cairo at Garfield, the strikers raining mitted to the senate
grams from Senator Fall. While the
today. The bill ruary a year ago. During the eight contents were not made
United States weather observer at had broken at Tenth street. The re bricks and stones at the
public It Is
guards and is denounced as
and un- months ending with February, the to- believed that
This message the
communiIn
his
Fall,
Cairo, who said no serious danger port proved untrue.
latter
fortunate.
their
reis
was
clubs and
It
using
declared its enact- tal
$32,020,941, against $26,000,is being sent from the Western Union
thown
the
down
has
was apprehended.
gauntlet ANTHRACITE MINERS
cations,
volvers. Some of the deputies fired ment would reduce protection below 000 for the corresponding period last
H. Andrews, who has an
to
William
The crest of the flood will not be office less than two blocks from the over the heads of the strikers and dis- - the margin of
safety and ten to de- - year, exoedlng the total for the cor- nounced himself a contender for the
Tenth street levee.
rnnrhaH in tha St
uersed th crowd- - iii
niiiHaH
WILL STAND PAT
responding period In any previous tmra which Senator Fall will be
ror
a
tir.ii ui uie Mississippi
oblig
women, six arret. a
miuarea
year c,api,
,
uj
broken
caused
and
ed to give up in March of next year.
spread rapidly
or two and even in the event of con
I
was
worth
were made.
he commlUtWJTjTruends that bear
exported.
tinuous fair weather, the immense residents to go to the second stories
assert that HARD COAL MEN DO NOT WISH
Andrews' supporters
This Is taken to Indicate that exthose nursing wounds made usB ot iiD cimerent, jnaustrial
Among
con
volume of water now poring into the of their homes and buildings. CourMr. Andrews Is entitled to the elecTO BECOME ALLIED WITH
by clubs are a dozen women. Strik cerns of IS states showed a wide op- ports of cotton manufactures for the
Mississippi from its numerous tribu iers were sent out assuring the citi- ers, who
to the revision of the pres- full fiscal year ending 90 days hence, tion owing to his party loyalty in
RIVAL WORKERS.
position
outside
the
gathered
plant
taries threatens critically high stages zens that no break had occurred. The it Garfield and
ent rates and that representatives of will be greater than for any year in yielding to Catron during the recent
the
jeered
employes
at lower river points. The crest of levees, according to reports of men ''u
New York, April 5. The anthracite J
the mill, were ordered to disperse, 225 manufacturers of machine tools history of the country except 1905 and senatorial election and thns prevent
the present flood wave In. the Ohio is patrolling them, are considered firm
as republican leaders believe coal
Charles Rothfisber, one ol testified that putting machine tools 1906, when exceptionally high records ing,
operators took cognizance today
whereupon
expected at Louisville Saturday night and the city is safe from danger.
the organizers of the Industrial Work- on the free list would compel the were made as a result of an abnormal without a doubt, the election of a of widespread reports that the mine
or Sunday.
fhil
William Lynn, wife and three
democrat and a progressive republi- workers
ers of tHo World, mounted a box and closing of their factories. Among oth- demand from Manchuria,
are planning to press their
Those points which are being given dren, were drowned in the flood becan ito the United States senate. Anare
er
reasons
respon-siblHigher
cited
is
prices
largely
demands for recognition of the Unittold
the
absence
of
the
crowd
the
no
had
deputies
the greatest attention Include the Reel tween Bird's Point and Wyatt, Mo
for the increase this year. The drews and his friends have begun ed Mine Workers of America,
to enforce theiv order and a report from the tariff .board on metals.
by isFoot lake levee, several miles south Lynn was a farmer and was overtak- right
total
quantity of cloth exported dur- working openly for a bill which will suing a statement declaring they
The
i
the
house
report
occurred.
says
general
fight
ways
of Hickman, Kentucky. A narrow en with his familv by the rising wat
provide for a preferential
primary "are
the past eight months was
willing to stand absolutely upon
Henry Pagan, a deputy, was strutk and means committee's estimate, that ing
for United States senators.
election
strip of land separates the Mississip- er. J. S. Cary, farm ir tour miles irom
at
valued
$20,250,000,
yards,
would
the
decision
of the anthracite
in
be
there
the
face
of
increasa
$25,000,000
brick
and knocld
by
pi river from Reel Foot lake at this Wyatt, is missing. Htr. skiff was
while during the first eight months of They will endeavor to have the emered
with
down.
if
importations
One
of
the
was
would,
annually,
respect to this defoUhd
strikers
thousand
a
should the
point, and the efforts of
found and it is thought that he was
1906, the total was 521,000,000 yards gency clause attached
mand". Following Is the statement
or more laborers are being devoted drowned. Henry Baker, a farmer at unconscious with blood flowing fribm correct, mean that foreign Iron and valued at $21,000,000.
bill become a law.
If they are able
In part:
a cut in the head. Rothfisher
as steel products were to displace Amerto strengthening the levee that pro- Texas Bend, is reportea drowned.
Gain in exports of cotton cloths to carry out this program they will
ican manufactures in the domestic
"The operators have consistently
the
six
arrested.
tmong
tects several counties In northwest
to
the
endeavor
have
primary held in
The long distance telephone com
market. It added that even with the was particulary marked in the case
held that it was unreasonable to ask
Tennessee. Flood warnings have been pany and a telegraph company are not
candidate
the
the
re
May,
receiving
increased Importations relied on by of China. That country took 13,000,them to enter into a contract with a
sent to all points along the lower able to send mesesages from Cairo.
publican endorsement to be elected
APEX LAW ATTACKED
the
ways and means committee, there 000 yards of American cotton In last
union controlled by workers engaged
river and thousands of refugees are The
next
v
the
by
legislature
January.
asnington, April 5. Under' the would be a deficit in revenues of February as compared with 4,000,000
drainage district north of Cairo
In bituminous mining, a rival Indusseeking temporary homes in the high this morning presented a desolate provision of a bill introduced
Supporters of Senator Fall assert
yards in February a year ago. Exby Sena- more than $1,400,000.
try.
They were upheld in this by the
lands.
as it
scene. The lumber from houses and tor Smoot today the apex mining
ports to the Philippines also more that he should be
strike commission, which declared'
The death list throughout, the flood 6heds under the debris floats about law" would be
man
to
to
the
a
unfair
send
would
be
than doubled.
repealed. If enacted,
area reached 18, a logger losing his
senate for less than one year. In that that the first requisite for trad
the district in water probably ten no lacator would have the rigiht to
in the anthracite industry
life in the Kentucky river and five
space of time a senator would not agreements
feet deep while here and there the follow any vein, lode, lodge or other
should be an organization governed
persons ,a whole family, being drownto
show
his
have
ability
opportunity
of houses may be seen floating deposit outside of the limits of the
the anthracite mine workers and
Two tops
ed near Bird's Point, Missouri.
FALLS INTO
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
and his prestige would be hurt' should by
surface boundary of Bis claim.
about.
free from control or dictation by the
farmers are reported drowned near
senate
aware
be
in
his
the
colleagues
The water went into the eastern
Bird's Point. Various estimates rangthat he was only to be a member of bituminous mine workers.
HANDS
of the district last night with a
REBEL'S
part
"None of the reforms in organizato $10,000,000,
ing from $5,000,000
the higher legislative body for a few
PREFERS
a roar. The lumber piles at DR. ROBERTS
I
1U
Washington, April 5. Senate:
tion that the commission recommend
have ibeen placed on the property rush and
resecure
a
and
not
could
months
session 2 p. m.
the lumber yard were turned over and
ed have been made, and today the opdamage recorded so far. Acute sufAll of
Adverse report on house steel tar- LATE DISPATCHES FROM JIMEN election from the same legislature erators are asked te do
like
about
tossed
toothpicks.
TO
REMAIN
from
IN
many points.
VEGAS
fering is reported
senate.
precisely the
in
the
him
It
is
that
OF
FEDERALS'
placed
EZ
TELL
iff revision bill submitted by finance
the workers have been brought from
will re- thing which the commission with full
Fall
Senator
understood
that
DEFEAT
committee.
the drainage district to. Cairo to work
turn from Washington In a few days power, declined to direct them to do.
Weakened
Levee Threatens Disaster
Senator Smoot introduced bill to
on the levees here. The Ms subway REPORT THAT HE IS AN APPLI"Another conclusive reason why
5.
Two
El
personally to conduct his campaign.
bridg
Tex.,
Hickman, Ky., April 5. Workers and Cairo cross levees stood firm
Paso,
April
repeal "apex mining law."
CANT FOR UNIVERSITY PRESanthracite operators should not
the
the
house
members
of
The
republican
still are toiling this morning to
Porto Rlcans opposing house free es south of Juarez and three near
IDENCY IS DENIED.
agpinst the angry rush of waters in
the Union Mine Workers
a
conference"
senate
las
recognize
held
and
the
close
NorthwestMexican
on
the
the
levees,
strengthen
sugar bill were heard by finance com- Madera,
the drainage district. The Illinois
of which Is not of America as a party to contract is
the
result
burned
were
breaks and beat hack the flood. The
night,
ern
reported
railroad,
mittee.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts
Central tracks through the drainage
that not nearly all the anthracite-minpassed
climax of the catastrophe may come
Bill limiting labor on government today. The telegraph line to Chihua- known
went out with the flood last through Las Vegas this afternoon on
district
workers not even a majority
which
cut
at any moment with .the breaking
was
committee
last
The
and
hua
Jimenez
night.
Investigating
more than three thousand train No. 10 en route from Albuquer- work by private contractors to eight
of that union."
are
members
of Reel Foot levee below here. Hun- night and
The break was. repaired, but the wire has had charge of the hearing of the
The river que, where he spoke yesterday, to hours a day, ordered favorably reportto the conference ot
Preliminary
No
dreds of men are trying to strengthen feet of the road is gone.
will
in
make
down
accused
another
went
four
then
place.
legislators
of n foot Raton, where he will address a meet- ed by committee on education and lataken
anthracite
re- two reports.
the
operators and repreft" aid should it go out unexpectedly at Cairo has
rumored
the
were
front
Is
that
It
from
the
dispatches
as
it passed the house.
bor,
24 hours.
e
ing of teacherB tomorrow. The
mine corkers union
of
sentatives
the
exonthe
will
favor
it is feared many lives would be lost, in the last
ceived.
majority report
General Edwards, chief of Insular
Journal ot today mentions
ac- eration of the men, who are accused at Philadelphia, next Wedneesday, a.
as means dS escape for the workers
American
the
Powell
Roberts,
Dr. Roberts as a possible candidate bureau, urged before senate finance
is
Caruthersville Threatened
Is limited. Vhe river already
quitted by court martial at Chihua- of accepting bribes. The minority meeting of the committee of ten of
for
the presidency of the New Mexi- committee the removal of the 300,000 hua
Carutihersville,
Missouri, April 5- .washing over the top of the levee In
yesterday of a charge of being a report, it Is asserted, will demand their the coal operators will be held in this,
ton limit of Philippine sugar which
co University.
When asked if he
on April 9. The committee of
many places and several ominous only a desperate fight can prevent
the
now permits to enter spy, returned here today. Wires were resignation or expulsion from the city
tariff
law
'i go over the situation
ten
from
Jimena
and
leaks have been discovered and stop- the rising flood
bouse
criminal
purposes
between
Juarez
and
breaking were a candidate, Dr. Roberts told a free of duty.
prosecution.
repaired
ez this afternoon at 3 o'clock and
through the 'evee in this territory. representative of The Optic that he
ped in the last 24 hours.
The house committee today held an careful! and determine what moves
House: Met at noon.
Thieves are becoming active In the Should a crevasse occur the enUre is not an applicant for the position
Continued consideration of Indian the first message through said that ouen hearing on the medi.-a-l bill. This
flooded section ot West Hickman, and St. Francis basin would be inundated as he Is desirous of continuing his
Parral fell Into the rebel hands last was attended by Osteopaths, CU; is-- ! ference of the miners. The operat-appropriation bill.
county authorities are discussing the with water and the loss of life and work as head of the Normal UniverAppropriations committee 'chairman, night. The message said the rebels tlan Scientists and regur ph sicians. rs will not make public the results
here. Dr. Roberts is strongly favmortar The osteopaths are not saMsfleii with of tre Tuesday meeting.
advisability of asking for a company property would be great.
sity
Fitzgerald, after a conference with captured a machine gun and a
.
.
The flood today buries the high wa- ored by several members of the the
defenders.
federal
The operators say they have no ex
the
from
the bill now pending before the house,
anpresident and Red Cross,
gees continue to arrive in great num ter marks of 1903 more than 20 Inches board of regents of the university as nounced congress would
that a settlement of the
will
as
claim
curtail
pectation
it
they
greatly
appropriate
bers.
and continues without abatement. a successor to Dr. Edward McQueen no more
RESIGNS.
PING
will be had at the
WONG
differences
Scien
The
present
Christian
their
practice.
money for relief of Missis
A steamer is plying along the river The situation is hourly growing more Gray, who recently resigned, 'as pres-den- t
San Francisco, April 5 Dispatches tists declare the measure will put Philadelphia conference and that if a
flood sufferers unless conditions
sippi
of the state institution.
below here picking up marooned resi- serious. An army of men is working
is to come without a
His grew worse.
received here today from Nanking them entirely out of business. The settlement
dents. Scores have been rescued in day and night to protect all weak work at the head of the school here
of osteopaths say they are satisfied with strike two or three conferences are
the
news
of
contain
resignation
rule
Adopts
Judiciary
AMs manner.
hundred are places. The Frisco railroad, which has brought him into prominence committee to empowering
Three
men here
means Wong Ping, minister of war under the present laws or a statute simiHr likely. The anthracite
employ every
quartered at Tiptonvllle, Tennessee. forms the levee protection in front of throughout the state and he is known possible in investigating
the provisional government. Wong to that of the state of Texas. The think that the present suspension in
to be one of the foremost educators "money trust." Committee given pow- has been appointed by Yuan Shi' Kai regular physlclarr assert they wish a the hard coal region will continue fat
Wagon trains of provisions and bedof the southwest.
(Continued on Page Four).
ding have arrived from Fulton, Ken- as special adviser to the government. law that will safeguard the public, into the month.
er of court.
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RETURN OF DE LA BARA CAUSES
SPECULATION

i

OLD MEXICO

What Part (he
Will Play in National Affairs is a Matter of Much Conjecture-Chur- ch
Party Sides With the ReturnIt
Whether
Not
Known
Exile
But
or Not He Will Take
Is
ing
Any Part in the Uprising Against Madero.

VlftAl

j

i

APRIL

5, 1912.

conditions in Pueblo and Morelos
would probably be very little different
irom what they now are.
But northern Mexico breathes a rtif- ferent air. Us iieople, peon ami land
lord alike, have lived in the saddle
loo long and felt the freedom of the
open spaces too long not to have developed different individuality. Careless of the polish of civilization of
which they know much through contact with the busy life across the Rio
lirande, they yet have a broader
sense of genuine liberty and are more
amenable to discipline of their own
making.
Physically, as well as men
taly they differ from the south. They
have more money, better clothes;
they must work harder for a living in
a more rigorous climate. They have
never succumbed to the curse of landlordism as have their southern countrymen, ajnd the "Chlhuahuanese"
has been a freer man from time im
memorial. Consequently, with a ma
dicum of liberty in his grasp, the northerner knows better what to do with
it and will fightt more Intelligently
for Its retention. This has been the
main secret of the difference be
tween the Orozco army and that of
Zapata. From the general down to the
humblest camp follower, a difference
of history characterizes the two

5. No other ad to the results of the Madero reMexico City, April
vent holds as much speculative in- volution hold that Senor de la Barra
terest in the Mexican political situa- can never represent any other eletion as the arrival here of Francisco ment in Mexican polktlcs. Months of
Leon de la Barra after an absence revolutionary turmoil since the accesof four and one-hal-f
months. All sorts sion of Francisco Madero have prodat predictions as to his future part uced in many quarters a revulsion of
In national affairs are being made, ac feeling which is elevating the memcording to the Ilgttt in which the mak ory of President Diaz in unmistakable
er views the local situation, but ia favor. Such feeling is likely to re
the main there are expectations thrt dound to Senor de la Rarra'g benefit.
Senor de la Barra's Influence will be and It seems likel that in the course
of ordinary events he may be looked
of benefit.
Even the members of the progres-- to as one of the firture favorites of
Ive nationalist party, the men whopoiular confidence,
en the cabled dispatch to the absent
It may, at the same time, be a rea
advising him for the sonable presumption that he is (too
country's tipod to Ireturn to Mexico, old a man in politics to permit the
do not contend that he comes with wine of personal popularity so to enthe purpose of fomenting new diffi ter his head as to wrongly affect his
culties for the administration. Their actions. By those who claim to know bodies.
fear is that his name will be a rally- Senor de la Barra best, It Is predictNOT SALTS, OIL OR
ing cry for (the powerful discontents, ed that his activities will be devoted
PILLS BUT CA8CARET8
, among them the church party.
The to bringing together the warring facinfluence of this party In Mexico is tion, with the object of giving back
difficult to determine. Political party to Mexico, the conditions of peaceful No odds how sick your Stomach; how
hard your haad aches or how
life in Mexico is, as a matter of fact, security which are its most crying
Bilious Cascarets ma'e
generaly imjo8sHle to predict for any need. They contend that he will powyou feel great
Period of time, for the plain reason erfully restrain any
activithat there have never previously ex ties on the part, of enthusiasms and You men and women who somehow
isted free political organizations.
convert such support Into a oower can't get feeling right who have an
Wlillc popular support for one al- which, while it may eventually land almost daily headache, coated tongue,
legiance or another, however, i as him safely in the presidency, will give foul taste and foul breath, dizziness,
Tet a matter of the personal popu- Its first attention to establishing or can't sleep, are bilious, nervo'x and
larity of the leaders, Senor de la Bar- der and giving Mexico another chance upset, bothered with a sick, gasry, disra has been differentiated from the to demonstrate that it can, In some ordered stomach, or have backache
and feel all worn out.
umors Dy nis aomiy to command a way, rule Itself.
Are you keeping clean inside with
continuous attitude of respect on
or merely forcing a passCascarets,
the part of Mexico at large. Whether
Announcement simultaneously
by ageway every few days with salts,
from a sense of fairness toward Pascual Orozco
and Emlliano Zaoata cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
Francisco Madero when the latter thaW
they were ready to guarantee to important.
was making the political campaign
property holders in their "jurisdicCascarets work while you sleep;
thait preceded his formal election to tions" the
security of their posses- cleanse and regulate ths stomach, re
the presidency, or from an astute sions Indicate a desire to cull forth
move the sour, undigested and fersense that the future held possibilipopular respect upon a ground that menting food and foul gasses; take
ties of more lasting
In had hitherto been
neglected. They the excess bile from the liver and
his country, Senor de la Barra de- chose to make the announcement
at carry out of the system all the de
clined the nomination as an opposi- a time when
the federal government composed waste matter and poison in
tion candidate which the Catholic par- had
practically acknowldged that It the intestines and bowels.
ty tried to force upon him.
was unable to offer any such srunran- A Cascaret tonight will straighten
When, two days previous to his deout by morning a
you
box
parture from Paris on his return to
Whllethe ability of Zapta to make from any drug store will keep your
Mexico, tb'- members of tl.e progresgood his promise may he open to some entire family feeling good for months.
eive contsi ional party, ail known doubts, It
appears that Oroco hn Don't forget the children. They love
f the Madero cAmlnls-- ! tTnm tiu At
;m Intimate,- vi f, ....
i ration, sen, the
message warnlnE as a popular protector in Chihuahua, do good never
gripe or sicken.
against his return, the publication of which
a radically differShat communication aroused a protest ing state of affairs In the two
BOWLING TOURNAMENT
which was In no sense confined to of the
The states of Puphla
republic.
5,
Ten pin
Mich.,
Jackson,
April
the i ith'ilic party. The students of and Morelos are
peopled wit; ;he knights from far and near invaded
the Wuinnaf University's allied school fold of the "old Mexico." A dozen
.laekson today for the annual chaman erratic hut Inflnetnlal political-generations of exploitation, witness
pionship tournament of the Michiwere among Ithe
loud- of
element,
succeeding regimes of banditry uid gan State Bowling association, openest in their denunciations of tha alien
inexperience to established
ing here tonight and continuing
Praise for the past record of iar authority, produce a race in
the greater part of next week.
through
tho returning
rang on-- j whose imagination there can ttnger The large and representative entn
ly less loudly than denunciations of no image of even approximate repub-th- list and the
perfection of 'the local ar
senltiments which inspired
the Hcan rule. In action they are not
rangements combine to give promise
cablegram. President Made-juk- e
the American backwoods moun-ro- , of .the most successful tournament in
quick to sense the current of pop--' taineer. who settles his own nuestions the
history of the association.
uar feeling, hastened to characterize o fjustlce and
keeps a gun in readithe act of his party associates as
ness for (the advancement of his perPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
and to add his contribution to sonal interests. TJnletterd and out of Your
'3111 refund money II
the praises of the man who had help- touch with the rest of the world, the PAZO druggist
OINTMENT fails to cure any
make
him
ed
president.
Mexican backwoodsman needs no cap- case of Itching, Blind,
Bleeding o
Having been an official represen- tain to lead him on forays for plun- Protruding Piles In 6 to 14
days, Mr
tative of the Diaz regime, however, der. Taking away both
Zapta and the
the men who are most blidly attach- - pressure of governmental
Everybody reads The Optic.
authority.
1
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As Ajry

asSpriiig Zephyrs Are These
Wash Fabrics.

And there's such and immense diversity, too, from which to
make selection that even the most critical woman will have fher individual
appealed to over and over again. There
are many novelties represented clever and original weaves, the like
of which have not been seen before. And then all the desirable
staple wash fabrics are represented, though the designs and colorings are mostly new. There's a freshness and cleanness about this
showing that makes it irrisistible. You are sure to be deeply interested in it, so don't fail to come.
taste-preferenc-

SHADOW STMPE VOILES
BOUCLE VOILES EGYPTIAN DIMITIES
CKOS8 BAR DIMITIES
BATISTES
L1XTELLE CORDED SILKS
MARQUISETTES

VARESE FOULARDS
MERCERIZED POPLINS

Wo to 63c Pmr Yard

FOULARDS

Wo to 6 Bo Por Yard

La 3 VoiaLoading Store

&.&o$e4iwa&
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STARTLING NEWS FOR VEGAS

BEGUN
SALOON

INTERESTS

DEAVOR

RIGHT
Santa Fe,
.

ttl Lilt

TO

RETAIN

WILL

EN-

THEIR

"Isn't that swell?" inquired Jack Curley,

TO DO BUSINESS.

of his

N. M., April 5. The.first
me liquor mrer- rfjBjB

ests of EspanonWBblnst the injunc
tion prohibiting the sale of liquor on
the lands formerly held by the In
dians and the transportation of intoxicants either by railroad or wagpn
road througn the Indian country, was
made when Attorneys Renehan and
Wright asked the court for an order
restraining the authorities of the Indian service from enforcing their ruling. In the petition filed with the
clerk of the district court A. Frank,
Josefita R. de Lucero and tne firm of
Martinez & Salazar are named as the
plaintiffs against H. J. Coggeshall, superintendent of the United States Indian Industrial school, and Francis. C.
Wilson, attorney for the Pueblo Indians. The plaintiffs allege that the
land on which Bspanola stands was
eliminated from the Pueblo three-milgrant before the United States took
possession of the country and that
trere are no Indians now Inhabiting
any part of the townsite, and that
they cannot therefore legally be
.
i
from selling liquor within the
i
limits of the town.
The board of education of the city
of Santa Fe this morning filed a complaint with the clerk of the district
court asking damages against Mrs.
Ida Astler for failure to vacate the
property on Lincoln and Palace avetaxes $359.93; board of trustees ot
nues, known as the barracks,"
to a contract, alleged to have the city of Las Vegas, fees fund $25.
District Court
been made. The complaint alleges
Three
were filed this morning
suits
a
of
since
the
$5
April l,
damages
day
date on which the alleged contract In the district court. The court went
in session at 10 o'clock and a few unwas to have gone into effect.
important motions were disposed of.
Federal Court.
The federal court met today with Suit was filed by Dr. W. H. Brown
Judge William H. Pope on the bench against a local business man for the
and Harry Lee, clerk, in attendance. recovery of $111 alleged to. be due for
The grand jury had not report-ee- professional services to the defendlate yesterday afternoon but a ant's wife. A transcript of judgment
number of indictments are expected. was filed in the case of George Block
A petition in voluntary bankruptcy versus the Board of County Commiswas filed this morning by Louis Nap- sioners of Santa Fe county. The judgoleon of Santa Fe, and was referred ment rendered In a justice court call- to the bankruptcy referees.
jed for the payment by the board to
Mr. Block of tie sum of $990.55, being
Treasurer's Receipts.
the cost of the suit and value of
were
of
sums
The following
money
bonds
held by the plaintiff.
in
of
the
office
receivedtljds morning
State Treasurer O. N. Marron: M. A
Don't be surprised if you have an
Ortiz, county clerk of Santa Fe counattack of rheumatism this spring.
ty, clerk's fees, $398.45; Thomas P. Just
rub the affected parts freely
Gable, game and fish warden, game with Chamberlain's Liniment and
it
protection fund, $30.25: George Sena, will soon disappear. Sold by all
dealers.
bounty) clerk of Guadalupe county,
clerk's fees, $114.75; W. W. Cox,
If you want to get the want you
treasurer of Dona Ana county, taxes want to
get you want to get your
$1,735.57; C. J. Amble, treasurer of want In a want getter. The
Optic
Torrance county, taxes $270.02; John wants you to get the wast yon want
R. Strong, treasurer of Mora county, to get. Try the ' Want Ads" and see.

inquired his friend. "Why that $15.00 suit sold by
the National Woolen Mills' Jack was right. Nothing
but the best woolens used, with Skilled Union Labor.

World Largest Tailors

IN

WML

e

MILLS

Mockers of The Clothes we Sell.

Saving the

National

Digestion"

i::TJSxu.

i

608 Douglas Ave.
LOOK AND READ!
I have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet
new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nob-

biest patterns for the spring season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workman,
ship.
Trimmings of the best New, York

d

The American people are waking up to the fact that hog lard
is often indigestible, and sometimes unhealthful.
Cottolene, a pure, vegetable' product, is fast replacing hog lard
for frying and shortening. It makes better, more healthful
food
and is more economical. Cottolene is economical
because it goes
d
farther than butter or lard.
one-thir-

Cottolene is packed in

tins, never sold
in bulk, and its purity and freshness are guaranteed.
A

rv

air-tig-ht

Made only by THE N. K. FA1RBANK COMPANY
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styles all the time.
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CHAS. LEWIS, bailor
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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REPUBLICAN VOTE A

Remedy No Family
Should Do Without

No matter how healthy a human and. grownup is Dr. Caldwell's Syrut
tonic-mil- d
being may be It is safe to say that Pepsin. It is a liquid laxative
on
never
and
effective
is
gripes,
not many months are passed without
robust people and can be given with
some obstruction of the bowels, in
to an Infant. Children like it
other words, constipation, even If only safety
because of these gentle qualities and
temporary. The bloating, the full feel- because It is
pleasant to the taste.
ing may start after the evening meal.
It is the best
remedy you
not
If a laxative Is
taken that nlgbt
have in the house for any disor- j can
it is certain that sleep will not be
der of the stomach, liver and bowels,
sound, and you will awaken
and many people like Mr. W.J. Wlg-- '
ner. Alma, Colo., and Mrs. Albert E.
Hence, it is important for you and Guest, Messex, Colo., say they would
for all the members of your family as soon be without the necessities as
that a good, reliable laxative be al- without Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
ways kept in the house for just such
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
emergency. It is sure to be needed, this remedy before buying it in the
and when needed you want it at hand.
regular way of a druggist at fifty
No family that is careful of its health cents or one dollar a
large bottle
can do without such a remedy. But
(family size) can have a sample bot
the question of which remedy to have tie sent to the home free of
charge
on hand is also of vast importance.
Dr. W. B.
by simply addressing
The laxative most highly recom- Caldwell. 405 Washington street,
mended by the majority of intelligent
111. Your name and address on
Americans as being best for babies a postal card will do.

IN MAINE IS
DIVIDED
FIR8T REAL TEST OF STRENGTH
OF TAFT AID ROOSEVELT
COMES NEXT WEEK.
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WILL TWITCHELL

CONTEST IN

Mass., April 5 The first:
reel test of the relative strenegth of
Taft and Roosevelt among the republicans of New England will (come
next week, when Vermont and Maine
will elect thejr delegates
and
district delegates to the national convention. These wiU be the first delegates named in New England to attend the Chicago convention. The
recent vsit of President Taft to Massachusetts and New Hampshire and
the speech-makin- g
tours of the same
section by Colonel Roosevelt, who
also included Maine in his itinerary,
gives evidence of the fact thai both
candidates consider the New England ago, when the state went democratic,

'

Mon-ticell-

and most representative

of Its kind

states to be as interesting politically it may be seen that a Roosevelt feel- ever held in the south.
this year as some of the. ether states ing is something to be reckoned with.
The Importance of the gathering is
Hiat have been known in the past as
It is generally coneeded that the forecasted by the large number and
"doubtful."
First district, which embraces the wide prominence of the men who are

Vermont is perhaps the least Interesting of any of the New England
states this year from the viewpoint
f the republican campaign managers.
If outward and visible signs count
for anything President Taft can safely rely upon the support of the republicans of the Green Mountain state In
Mis campaign for renomination and
The progressive movement which has found fertile soil in
the neighboring states of Massachusetts and New Hampshire appears to
or no headway
live made little
among the republicans of Vermont.
The situation in Maine, on the other hand, Is entirely different. There
Is a vast amount of Roosevelt sentiment In the Pine Tree state, but the
eonfllctlng statements and counterclaims have so confused the fight between the two candidates as to make
an accurate forecast of the result difficult.
In the rural sections, especially in
Aroostook county, the great
region, the feeling against
he president on account of his reciprocity policy, which removed the
duty from potatoes, Is said to be very
strong, although the Taft supporters
say that this has been exaggerated.
The Taft sentiment seems to predominate in the cities, where the attempts
te organize the Roosevelt. Supporters
kave not been very successful.
The Roosevelt sentiment is strongest in the country towns, and It has
een figured out that it is the towns
ef 1,000 population or less which control the republican state convention
n Maine. As Aroostook Is the
strongest republican county in the
state and stood faithful two years
potato-growin-

g

city of Portland, will elect Taft delegates, notwithstanding the fact that
when the Roosevelt club was formed
in Portland several weeks ago a representative gathering was present and
when Colonel Rooseevlt visited the
city a few days later he was given a
cordial reception.
The Roosevelt boomers in the First
district are those who supported Colonel Frederick Hale, the son of former Senator Hale, for the republican
nomination for congress against Congressman Asher Hinds.and this factional quarrel has overshadowed the
main issue and enlisted the Hinds
support for the president
The Taft managers believe that a
solid delegation from Maine Is a certainty. On the other hand, the Roosevelt supporters declare with equal
confidence that Roosevelt will sweep
the state, with the possible exception
of the First district. One of the immediate results of a Roosevelt victory
in Maine would be to give renewed
energy to the efforts of the progressive republicans to win out In the
presidential preference primaries l
Massachusetts on April 30.

on the program for addresses. Included among the speakers will b.e Senator Joseph W. Bailey of Texas, Senator F. G. Newlands of nevada, Louis
W. Hill, president of the Great Northern railway; President E. B. Craighead of Tulane university, Maurice P.
Egan, United States minister to Denmark, Col. J. O. Wright, chief engineer of everglades drainage, and Col.
D. C. Collier, president of the California-Panama
exposition of San Diego.
CLARK TO SPEAK IN LOUISVILLE.
Louisville, Ky., April 5. Democrats
great and small, from many parts of

Kentucky and from other states as

well, will worship tomorrow night at
the shrine of democracy's patron

saint, Thomas Jefferson, the occasion
being a banquet under the auspices of
the Jefferson County Democratic club
of this city. Speaker Champ Clark
will be the guest of honor and principal orator. His subject will be
"Thomas Jefferson." J. Hamilton
Lewis of Chicago will speak on "The
Rule of the Majority," and former
Senator Blackbubrn of Kentucky will
of
speak on "The Democratic Issues
1912."

TO AID DIXIE'S PROGRESS.
Nashville, Tenn., April 5. If the
of the
expectations
arrangements

committee are fullfilled, the fourth
annual meeting of the Southern Commercial congress, which will begin
Its sessions In this city next Monday,
will be attended by 2,000 or more delegates, representing every state from
Maryland to Texas and from Missouri
to Florida. The demand for accommodations already
gives assurance
that the gathering will be the largest
, -.

NEGROES

DISCUSS

LYNCH LAW,

Shawnee, Okla,, April 5. The sixth
annual convention of the Constitutional League of Oklahoma, an organization of negroes, began today In the
town of Lima, near this city, and will
continue over tomorrow. The purposes
of the meeting are to consider the
"
case now pending in the
supreme court of the United States,
the need of a reform school for negro
youths only and lynch law.
"jlm-crow-

-

Making Up a Party

RACE
IM-

O AY,

Harry, we are making up a little party for
tomorrow. I have just telephoned to Jim
Wesley and he will go. What do you say?
"Good! Come down to the office at
tonight The fellows will be here."
In mak ing up a party for sport or pleasure the
Bell Telephone is indispensable.
,

flVe-thir- ty

Every Bell Telephone is a Long Distance Station

The Mountain States Telephone

and Telegraph Company.

April 5. Not
Indianapolis, lud
the days of old "Whistling Billy
,i:id Webb Jay on the Florida beaches
has the name of White been heard
in the motor car rating sport until
now when the announcement Is made
that a White "Six" gasoline car has
been entered in the second annual
International
Sweepstakes
: r at the Indianapolis Motor Speed- next Memorial day, with "Win"
l.urndollar
nominated to pilot it
through the long grind. The entry
was made by the White Motor Car
company of Indianaiiolis, and Barn-dollwill take the big six cylinder
creation into the contest for that
branch of the White company.
The latest entry to the
mile grind has a piston stroke
of four and one quarter inches and a
s
cylinder bore of five and
inches, giving a piston displacement of 489 cubic inches under the
peculiar White bonnet. With 114 inches wheel base and a clearance of
but five inches the new speed car
will be specially built for the two and
a half mile brick track..
Although Barndollar has been a
racing driver since 1906, he has intentionally kept from the public eye
because of a desire to keep his
from his family. However he has announced his willingness
to take his chance with the new speed
car and comes out openly as its pilot
in the Memorial day race.
He has
been successful in many road and
track events and will prove a fit contender for the other "speed mon'
archs" who have been listed to send
their cars through the five century
,

since

half-thousa-

threo-quar-ter-

rout.

This entry makes the fifteenth to
list in ithe nation's greatest event.
uu nwiu now unui tne time of entry
closing May 1, there will be added
starters which are certain to bring
the contest into a class even greater
than the first
race.
The other entries to this event are
as follows: Two Stutz cars with Gil
Anderson and Len Zengle named as
driveratwo MsMMsaM w44h Hrr, Wit
cox and Merz to drive; two Mercedes
to be driven by Ralph de Palma and
Spencer Wishart; two Case racinL
cars with Harvey Herrick and Louis
Disibrow at the whees; a Fiat under
the hand of Teddy Tetelaff; one Lex- svAsu uiitcu ujr
nariy jvnignt; a
Cutting with "Wild Bob" Burman
world's speed king, as pilot; a Sim
, r, .
,
nlav -- en
u'
uj neri umgiey, ana a
Knox owned and driven by Ralph
Mulford.
With the tentative entries
now offered the field is brought
up to
25 cars, with several others
ready to
declare their intention of entering the
lists.
The field will be limited to 30
starters this year as the Speedway
management has decided that this
number will offer a better contest for
such a long distance. With two and
a half miles of the beat track In the
world to traverse It is believed that
all past records for any distance will
be broken in this all day conflict.
An announcement which has proved of more than ordinary interest is
that Eddie Hearne of Chicago, one
of the wealthy sportsmen following
the mioto rear racing sport, has consented to act as relief driver for the
Case racing team and take the wheel
of both cars during the race if necessary. Hearne has been a big winner
in the past, his latest victory being
that of running second in the Grand
Prize race at Savannah in 1911.
500-mil- e

1

OF NAVAL HERO

Washington, D. , April 5. Impressive military and civic exercises will
mark the official dedication two
weeks hence of the memorial erected
fn Potomac park to John Paul Jones.
The secretary of the navy will preside
at the exercises, and addresses will
be made by President Taft and Gen.
Horace Porter of New Yodk. he ceremony of unveiling) the statue will be
performed by Admiral Dewey. Appropriate music will be furnished by the
United States Marine band. The exercises will be followed by a parade
of soldiers, sailors and marines, the
National Guard and various military
and patriotic societies. A vessel of
the navy wljj be stationed in the Potomac river .opposite the statue, and
will fire a regulation salute at the
conclusion of the exercises.
C--

NEW

leys.

Tax Automobiles
Urge expenditures of
G.
A.
funds to secure the comforts and ad
vantages of good roads. What has
been accomplished has been done with
GOOD ROADS BODY SELECTS LAS the
palty sum of $173,000, expended
VEGAN TO DIRECT CAMPAIGN
over a period of nearly three years.
FOR HIGHWAYS
The question for the Good Roads con
gress to solve is the raising of addi
tional revenue without placing an un
due burden on the tax iyer. A tax
Santa Fe, N. M., April 5.
on automobiles has been suggested
The New Mexico Good Roads
and douJvlo-- s will be adopted. Get th
association late yesterday afback taxes, bond the state for a small
ternoon elected Colonel R. E.
sum md use the runds ror tne conTwltchell of East Las Vegas,
struction of state highways.
Take Roads out of Politics
president; F. B. Schwentker
of Albuquerque, secretary, and
"In legislating for the state roads
John Becker, Jr., of Magdale-na- ,
the country traffloways should not he
treasurer.
An
executive
neglected or overlooked. The county
committee with one member 4 road tax system is a cumbersome and
from each judicial district and
uncertain source of revenue. An 1m-L. Bradtord
with
partial system of collecting county
Prince of Santa Fe, rrember-a-t
road taxes and an efficient method for
large, was also anointed.
accomplishing this has not yet been
The other meralbers of the comdevised and It is1 scarcely possible that
the efficiency of the system will be
mittee are:
Jose D. Sena,
increased until the roads are taken
John L. Zimmerman, H. O.
out of politics and the local highways
Buraum, M. M. Shields, F. E.
Lester, R. ('. Masters, J. W. f receive the benefits of expert service
from the state. This must be made
Stockard, S. A. Mahoney. The
convention adjourned subject
obligatory and much time and much
monev will be saved thereby. A num- to the call of the president.

"It takes

R.

WILL
DRIVE
BARN DOLLAR
MENSE MACHINE IN INDIANAPOLIS EXPOSITION

UNVEIL STATUE

county highways, and It Is high rims
that the state took op the work of
completing its own system of thor
oughfares and principally the Camino
Real of the Pecos and Rio Grande vat

PRESIDENT OF

unre-freshe-

Boston,

HUB!

DANTE'S INFERNO
AT BROWNE

THEATER
MAGNIFICENT
SECURED

FILM HAS BEEN
BY POPULAR
lOCAu PLAYHOUSE.

At the Browne theater tonight, Satur
day and Sunday, will be presented for
the first time In this country Dante's
"Inferno " in the same cinematographic reproduction which was witnessed
and emphatically praised by the king
of Italy and the royal household, as
well as by all the best artists in Europe. It is like the original poem,
magnificent in proportion, consisting
of five complete reels and making
more than a two hours' entertain
ment. A special musical nrojrra.ni has
been prepared, sublime in character
and well adapted to the spirit of the
poem. The pictures will be accompanied throughout by an explanatory
lecture, and a noted lecturer has been
engaged to direct the production and
deliver the lecture.
All the incidents in the journey
throughout the Inferno, told with un
exampled power by the poet, are re
produced in a most lifelike manned.
Is one of the greatest monuments
It
their money over to the state for ex
of the world's literature,and the story
penditure under expert advice of the Is
well known.
state engineering department.
This
The Xew Mexico Good Roads
Dante, when a boy, at a festival of
no
one
local
ad
an
community
convened in the chambers of the gives
flowers and prayer met a nttle girl
supreme court yesterday morning. vantage over others.
"The present administration
state named Beatrice. Dante was & little
The morning session was given over
more than nine. Beatrice scarcely
road
work
is
economical
and
efficient.
to the discussion of general
good
nine.
Dante's intenseljy poetic soul.
roads matters. The address by the No member of the road commission his
for the good, the tn-- 'nd
passion
received
It
taken
has
compensation.
Rev. Harvey M. Shields of Dawson,
was set afire by the
beautiful
the
chairman of the board of county com- only $1,000 to maintain this body for
charm In Beatrice's
spiritual
deeply
missioners of Colfax county, was the past three years, and this has
In
face.
there was no al
love
this
been
for
expended
necessary
supplies
scholarly in terms and offered many
sensual
To Dante
affection.
of
loy
helpful suggestions in solving- - good only. The state engineering force as
older
became a
Beatrice
he
grew
looks
constructhe
actual
after
road
roads problems. Among other things
be suggested a bond Issue of $10,000,-000- . tion while the boards directs the poli- living incarnation of womanly puritt
type of flesh and blood of the up
cies leaving the details of hirin'i men.
Influences; of womanhood. The
lifting
and
procuring
equipment
specificaFrancis E. Lester gave a practical
poet saw her only a few times, and
discussion on the good roads prob tions to the state engineer."
then only for brief moments, after
lerate
from the county standpoint.
their first meeting at the festival.
of
the
Many
suggestions will nt
HAIR HEALTH.
Beatrice accepted the tribute of Dante
doubt be embodied in resolutions U If You Have
Scalp or Hslr Trouble, in the spirit in which It was offered
be offered later.
This Offer.
Accept
as a homage not to her sex, b it to
The convention early took up the
When we promise your money back
the virtues of her sex. It is said tha
matter of transcontinental highways for the mere
asking If Rexall "93" she recognized bis excelling genius
and decided that it was not properly Hair Tonic
does not do as we claim it and
a question that might come before a
urged him to leave to the world
will, you certainly have no reason an
state congress and it was therefore for even
undying memorial or nu imiiy
hesitating to try it. We do Ideals. Dante early felt the Inspiradismissed from discussion. It was not
ask you to obligate yourself In tion
that came of this urging, an
pointed out that the business of the any way.
ns luoal
oncanlx&tiou
rather
planned to make Beatrice lmmortiU
We could not afford to o strongly as an embodiment of
than national.
womanly
n a spiritual sense. To s.
The following were appointed on a endorse Rexall "93" Ha'r Tonic and
committee to draft constitution and continue to sell it as we do, if it did compllsh this he made her the cens
for the congress': R. E. Twlt not do all we claim. Should our en tral figure in the Dirina Commedia.
us away, and Rexall
chell, J. V. Tully and D. K. B. Sellers thusiasm carry
In the Devine Comedy Dante Journeys
93"
Hair
Tonic
not give entire satis from earth into hell, through purga
This committee together with the
faction to the users, they would lose
committees appointed
Wednesday
tory Into paradise. Beatrice gl
will reirt to the convention and the faith In us and our statements, and him as his guide through the Infer
real work of the congress will begin. In consequence our business prestige no a pious pagan poet of antiquity,
If the delegates succeed in accomp- would suffer.
Virgil, the writer of the Immortal
Therefore, when we assure you that Aeneld.
lishing the work outlined for this evening's meeting the congress will ad- Rexall "93" Hair Tontc will promptly
The opening scenes in the picture
eradicate dandruff, stimulate hair at once convince the spectator of the
journ sine die.
growth and prevent premature bald high artistic standard of the whole
Engineer Miler on Good Roads
The folowing is a brief resume of ness, you may rest assured we know production. The wandering of Dante
the arguments for good roads and the what we are talking about.
through the dark and gloomy forest,
We honestly be'ievg that Rexall the
plans for obtaining them taken from
appearance of the three beasts
the speech of State Engineer C. D. "93" Hair Tonic will do more than
his way toward the summit.
Impeding
Miller:
any other human agency toward re- his meeting with Virgil are depicted
"Much has been said of the Im- storing hair growth and hair health.
with a vividness and loyalty to the
provement of roads incident to the at- It is not greasy and will rot gum the poem which defy description. AU
traction of tourist travel, tout I be- scalp or hair or cause permanent
through the country, about the valley.
lieve the most rapid and substantial stain. It is as pleasant to use as to
the portals with the fatal legend.
development along this line that can pure cold water. It comes In two sizes, down into the circles between the
come to New Mexico will result from prices 50 cents and $1.00. Remember,
Achedon and the Styx are seen wonthe building of roads to aid our own you can obtain It only at our store
derfully exact reproductions of the
citizens. It is always the farmer and The Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey.
scenes in Dante. The Stygian take
the business man that pays the taxes
and the adventures on its shores are
to build the roads and not the motor
marvels of pictorial art. The de
WOMAN
TRY
TO
FOR
MURDER.
car tourist who is with us one day and
St. Louis, Mo., April 5. The case scent into the City of Ols, after the
is gone the next. It is only wise to
serve the tourist where It can be done of Mrs. Alma James, charged with conquest of the opposing fields, again
follows the poem. Virgil and
without, expense and inconvenience to the murder of her husband last May, doseely
Dante
through the city of Male-bolg- e,
pass
will be called for trial next Monday
the citizens of the state.
down into the lowest circles
The killing occurred in the home of
Finish the Trunk Line
In the lake of
"Work has been done by the good the couple in this city, Mrs. James of Judas and Lucifer
are
inadequate' en
Words
Ice.
quite
roads commission In 22 counties of shooting her husband three times as
of the
the state out of the 26 and the citi- he lay in bed. Temporary insanity give an Idea of the splendors
films.
zens are fully alive to the advantages due to Indignities suffered at her hus
Theatrical expertB who had witof good roads. The state has dealt band's hands, is expected to be the
nessed the reproductions In Europe
liberaly with those counties that have plea of the defense,
were
deeply Impressed and arrangeevinced an interest, in road construeHon. In fact, the state has neglected
Even the laziest criminal gets tired ments were at once made to place the
attraction where it properly belongs in
Its own roads for the benefit of the of arrest.
the great theaters Qf the country.
j
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S.S.S.

REMOVES
BLOOD HUMORS

Every pore and gland of the skin is employed in the necessary work of
preserving its smooth, even texture, softening and cleansing it and regulating the temperature of our bodies. This is done by an evaporation through
each tiny outlet, which goes on continually day and night. When the blood
becomes Infected with humors and acids a certain percentage of these
impurities also pass off with the natural evaporation, and their sour, fiery
nature irritates and inflames the skin, and dries up its natural oils, causing
pustules or some itching rash, or hard, scaly skin affection.
Simples, boils,skin
troubles of every kind by neutralizing the acids and
d
circuremoving the humors from the blood. S. S. S. cools the
lation, builds it up to its normal strength and thickness, multiplies its
nutritious, red corpuscles, and enriches it in every way. Then the skin,
instead of being irritated and diseased by the exuding acrid matter, is
nourished, soothed and softened by this cooling, healthy stream of blood.
8. S. S., the greatest of blood purifiers, expels all foreign matter and surely
When anybody Is makingi an expla cures Eczema,
Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum and all other diseases and
nation you can tell how short of facts affections of the skin. It removes pimples, blackheads, and other unin restoring a good complexion.
sightly blemishes from the skin and assists
he Is by how long be Is of
Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice desired free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, OA.
acid-heate-

SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Monttireal, April 5. The pick of the
aquatic talent of the Dominion Is en
tered for the Canadian indoor swim-

ming champinshlpg, whlca are to be
contested In the natatortum of the
Montreal A. A A. The prelimihai ies
take place ionlght and the finals tomorrow night. The program includes
40 yards, IX) yards, 22' yards, 440
yards, relay race for teams of four,
and diving competitions.
"My little son had a very severe
cold. I Was recommended to try
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and
before a small bottle was finished he
was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H.
Silks, 29 Dowllng Street, Sydney.
Australia This remedy Is for sale
by all dealers.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

ESTABLISHED

THE

aet to amend Chapter 17 of the laws
relating to the puhUo health.
Referred to the committee on public
health.
House Bill No. 44, by Nichols, an
act to prohibit blacklisting Referred
to the committee on railroads.
Adjourned to Monday afternoon at
3 o'clock.
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Louis Shupp went to Wagon Mound
this afternoon on business.
Mrs. B. T, Mills expects to leave the
first part of next week on a trip to

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost eight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
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HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH

The Popular Price Store.

Phone Main 104.
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HEPNER & BARNES, Props.

RANCHMAN CAPTURES ROBBERS.
Demlng, N. M., April 5. Moaes
Stearns and Bill Smith were arrested

Monday afternoon at Cambray by
of Judge
Edwin P. Bell,
L. L. Browning of Doming. Mr. Bell
and wife came to Demlng Saturday
from their ranch to remain over Sunday with their parents. Upon their
return home Monday morning they
found their ranch home had been
robbed, trunks and suit cases hal
been broken open and the contents
strewn around over the floor. The
robbers had taken with them a rifle,
gold watch and a quantity of clothing and groceries. Mr. Bell Immediately took up the trail which led to
the railway tracks going east toward
Cambray. He followed toe trail to
Cambray, at which point he met op
with the robbers and a fight followed.
A number of shots were exchanged
before Mr. Bell captured the fleeing
robbers. Mr. Bell was armed with
revolver,
only a small automatic
while his assailants had a large caliber revolver and the Winchester. One
shot pm Bell's gun pierced the hat
of. gearhs. Mr. TwH hnfl a very close
call ftt Bis life, a shot from the
.44 revolver having passed through
the top of his hat. The sheriff's office was notified of tnV'V&fcbery of
Bell's house anfl Deputy Sheriff
robKealy started In pursuit of the
bers. He reached Cambray a short
while after Bell had arrested the outlaws. All of the articles stolen from
Bell's home were recovered.
The home of W. C. Simpson, constable for precinct No. 1, at Demlng.
was broken Into sometime Saturday
afternoon. A revolver, suit of clothes,
a thirty dollar scrip book and a number of misceellaneous articles were
exchanged
The robbers
stolen.
leav-inclothes before leaving the house,
Mr.
Simpson's
their old ones In
bed room. All of the articles taken
from Mr. Simpson's home have been
son-in-la-

g

recovered.
The world owes every man the
privilege of earning his living.

Postmaster F. O. Blood returned
last night from a short business trip
to Santa Fe.
V
H. Hahn, a wholesale dealer of
Vegas today
Albuquerque, was In
on business.
W. C. Keine of Albuquerque came
in yesterday afternoon from the Duke
City on business.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Van Houten of
Raton, are in Las Vegas for a few
days to visit friends.
S. Harris, a traveling salesman of
the Duke CRy, came in yesterday af
terncon from Albuquerque.
Attorney W. G. Haydon left yester
day afternoon' on a trip to Trinidad
and Clayton on legal business.
Colonel R. B. Twltchell, solicitor for
the Santa Fe, has returned from a
short business trip to Santa Fe.
State Good Roads Engineer W. R
Smythe returned this afternoon from
a trip of several days to Clayton.
Mir. and Mrs. Henry Wimber arriv
ed yesterday afternoon from
their
home in West Union, la., for a visit
with their daughter, Mrs. J. C. Baker.
Miss Marcelle Matson,
who
has
been in Las Vegas during the past
week,' a guest in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. F. L. Myers, returned to Albu
querque this afternoon.
Julian Thompson, a Santa Fc official from Topeka, was in Las Vegas
today on business. F. T. Woodard
also a Santa. Fe man, from Colorado
Springs, was in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. Everett West and daughter
are in Las Vegas visiting Mr. and
Mrs. A. H. West They are on their
return front a trip to Europe to their
home in California. Mrs. West was
formerly a resident of Las Vegas.
W. P. Hepner and Clarence Iden,
both of Gross Kelly and company,
were in Santa Fe yesterday on business.
Mr. Hepner and Mr. Iden were
in Albuquergue, the early part of the
week, going to the Capital City Wednesday night.
Rev. J. S.
Moore, rector of St
Paul's Memorial Episcopal church,
went to Raton this afternoon on train
No. 10 and will hold services in the
Episcopal church of the Gate City to
night. Special services were held at
St. Paul's church this morning, with
at 7:30 and morning
prayer at 10:30 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Busser came In
this afternoon from Albuquerque. Mr.
Busser is superintendent of the San
ta Fe reading rooms and came to Las
Vegas to attend the performance of
the glee club of Grinnell College at
the Duncan opera house. Mr. Busser
said this afternoon that he has sever
al excellent entertainments in line
for the Santa Fe employes in the near
future, though no definite dates have
been set.

By Mrs. Janet DfofCeiizie Hill, Editor of
the Jioslon Cooking School Magazine

There- is
-

just one way to make

your cakes rise high and keep an
even surface. Have your oven
moderate at first, until the cake is
fully rizen; then increase the heat,
so as to brown it over quickly.
Extreme heat stiffens the dough.
If you stiffen the outside of the
cake before ths rising is complete,
you stop the rising process. Then
the leavening gas, forming inside,
will bulge up the center, where
the dough is still soft, and spoil
the shape 6f the cake.
a8
Note Biscuits or other pastries

made from stiff dough, that are cut into
shapes for the oven, bake in a hot oven.
This is because the cut surfaces of the
dough do not sear ovr, but rather
leave the pores open, allowing the
leavening gas to escape and the heat to
penetrate readily. Small ovens cool
quickly; therefore they should be made
several degrees hotter than a larger
oven, and the' less the door is opened
the better. Do not attempt to bake
bread and pastry together. Bread requires prolonged, moderate baking-pa- stry
the reverse,
Have a strong underheat for baking
powder preparations, especially pastry.
These are only a few of the many
baking helps found in the K C Cook's
Book a copy of which may be secured
by sending the colored certificate taken
from a

can of K C Baking Vov-de- r
MVC.. Co., Chicago.

fothe Jaottbs'

just

Easter Rabbits

TAUPERT

Ma.nifa.cturirg Optician.

thtm over you'll buy:

Come in and look

DOUGLAS AVE.

606

Easter Chickens
Easter Booklets

Easter Cards

Easter Baskets

Extra Special on

BOX CANDIES

A. P. flORAN
Successor

My Work is Guaranteed
My Priceseasonabte.

its

Miss Minnie M. Thompson
Mrs. V. M. Meisiner, who has been
viistint; Mrs. A. A. Jones, left last
night for Chicago.
Elmer Kowler, of the Whalen gar
age, drove in yesterday troin Albuquerque in an Overland "SO" foredoor
touring car which has been delivered
to M. M. Padgett through Mr. Whalen,
local agent for the Overland company,

MONEY

TRUST

Spuming a GoodTfont

INVESTIGATION

Washington, April 5. Vigorous in"money
vestigation of the
trust" and We ramifications was forecasted today when the house adopted a resolution empowering the Judevery
iciary committee to employ
means in going into the situation.
The resolution gives to the committee the powers of a court, authorizing
it to subpoena witneses and to comand
pel the production of papers
records.
Phases of the subject will be Inves
tigated, under authority already given, by the committee on banking and
currency, interstate and foreign commence and representatives in congress. It was intended that the Judiciary committee should provide the
on which these several
ground-worInvestigations should be pressed, In
addition to procuring evidence for an
individual inquiry.
d

Spinning a yarn is
easy, but spinning a
good yarn is a hard

proposition. Mark
Twain was about the
only man who could
spin a good yarn every
time he tried. Wun-d- er
yarns, from which

k

ANOTHER HOME FOR SALE
AT A SACRIFICE
No. 1016 Fifth street, 6 rooms and
bath. 3 lots, good barn, chicken
houses and garage. Owner wants1 to
sell before leaving city and will take
$3,200.
THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY
CORPORATION.
Real Estate Loans Insurance
--

LOME RESOLUTION WAS
THE RESULT OF HASTE

to

know

ANESE

Learn to Regulate the Heat of
Your Oven

If your glasses annoy you call on

Bargain Prices

Mechanical Chickens and Birds

Demand

Baking Helps

When your OPTICAL work is
sare time,
done at ' borne-yo- u
annoyance and dissatisfaction.
We makea study of yout comfort.

BY WAY OF SUGGESTIONS

from Mora.

RECEIVED

FIVE

5,

Tomorrow fSturday)

Pablo A. Sena, notary public of
was In Las Vegas today on
business.
Rsv. Father Paul Gilberton returned last night from a short trip south
of here.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hack and Miss
Minnie Roberts came in this morning

r
JUST

j

Rows,

IMioue Main

APRIL

Don't fail in your Remembrance to gladden the hearts of the
little ones on this, the MOST JOYOUS day of the year (Easter
Sunday). Our Stock of suitable souvenirs (or this occasion is large
and varied. Then we are prepared for the grown ups as well.

Topeka.

WINTERS DRUG CO.

DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

EASTER GOODS

PERSONALS

Be hscriptiooist

VEUA

aboCjt jap--

PURCHASE CAME
WITHOUT INQUIRY.

Washington,
April
Taft's response to the ib-agreso
lution calling for information regarding Japanese negotiators for the
purchase of land on Magdalena Bay
in Lower California probably will not
reach the senate until next week, and
it is believed now that before the Information can be compiled all danger
of friction will have passed.
The Lodge resolution, according to
a member of the senate foreign relations committee, grew out of the
knowledge that a company composed
largely of Japanese was on the eve
of purchasing four million acres of
land, the title of which is held by a
Maine corporation, known as the
Charter Company of Lower California.
The Japanese government never
has appeared to have any connection
with the negotiations but, because the
land is practically worthless, suspicion attached to the eagerness of the
syndicate to- obtain it, and it was
considered at least the pan of caution
to prevent a transfer which might involve complications in the future. Already Information has been received
Indicating; that the negotiations are
off and It is believed there is no further ground for apprehension.
Senator Lodge was in conference
with the president today regarding
the correspondence and, It is said,
with the adminis
he Is
tration. When sent to the senate the
correspondence will be accompanied
by a message from the president.
e

--

-

are made, are like
Mark Twain's yarns,
good every time.
Only double threads of
Wunderyarn no single
ones whatever are knit

ted into mdenhcae.
Wunderyarn is twisted
in the spinning process by
more than ten thousand
revolutions a minute. It
stays twisted just can't
unravel neither can
KjlHhdeftficae, which
are made from these

DECIDE ELECTIONS.
N. M., April 5. The first
elecuui. here on Monday in which the
women were permitted to vote witnessed the wiping out f an old score
between two Melrose women. One
of them is a teacher and it was her
WOn; EN

Melius,

Greater SpeedGreater Accuracy-Grea- ter
Efficiency are the
logical results of installing the

"scalp" that was the issue of the election. A year ago a determined effort was made to take it, but the
attempt failed. A boird. favor,bla
to her was returned and she was
given another year,
But this year the women voted and
a woman was the most active worker
with a Rood
throughout the day.
horse and buggy at her disposal she
went in to win, and did.
Other women entered the fight gallantly against her and in behalf of
candidates favorable to the teacher
in question, but they had no organization.
There were three candidates in the
field. One openly against the teacher
and one in her favor. The third was
acceptable to both factions and was
of course elected. But the second and
controlling place was captured by the
faction opposed to the teacher, which
was led by a woman who took advantage of the new suffrage conditions
to force a new deal.

Underwood

Typewriter

Underwood special purpose machines meet the
needs of every business. Exclusive Underwood fea
parti-titul-

labor-savin-

The man who is looking for trouble
to go away from home to
find it.
of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reputable physicians as the damage they
will do is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them. Hall's
Cartarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
In buying Hall's Catarrh
system.
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken internally and made In To- - r
ledo, Ohio, by P. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Price 75c per
Sold by Druggists.
Beware

bottle.

Take Hall's Family Pills for

con- -

"Hie Machine You Will Eventually Buy"
Branch Offices in

All Principal

Underwood Typewriter Co.
321

West Gold Street.,

309

North Oregon St.

Inc- -

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
EI Paso, Texas.

Subscribe for The Optic

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

headquarters
Let us show
them to you.
Every day you
delay
buying
you are wasting
money.

Cities

XSOM

Seeing is be- Our
lieving.
store is

J.

4

M. CUNNINOHAn,

SPRINOER.

JsJd

Piesidtnt

d

t

HOSK1NS,

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
(

$1.00 Per Box of
FOUR PAIR

Las Vegas Servings Bank

GUARANTEED

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

TO WEAR

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
ROSENWALD

I

SON

ar

tures make possible the
g
most important
of
modern
systems
accounting.
- The ever., .growing is- mand puts the annual sales
of Underwoods far ahead
of those of any other machine making necessary
the largest typewriter fac
office
and
the
tory
largest typewriter
building in the world.
Such a demand from business men everywhere is unquestionable evidence of the practical mechanical superiority of

seldom haa

sitlpation.

yarns.

f

OFFICE 506 GRAND AVENUE

!l

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T.

Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposis

Chlr.
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Mrs. HansonT
Presentment
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by Associated Literary
Proas.)

"What makes you bake so much at

once?" asked James Hanson of hif

wife as she stood looking meditative
ty at the array of pies, cookies anc
crullers which Rave testimony of net
morning's work.
It was some little time before Mrs
Hanson answered; she seemed to be
considering whether she would say
what was in her mind.
"Yon will need them all during
the next few days. James." she an
nounced finally. "For I am going
hence tonight."
"Going hence!'' Mr. Hanson repeated. "What in the world do you mean
by thatr
"Just what I say, James," Mrs. Han-toreplied with convincing finality.
1 know that tonight would be my
last one so I have things all ready to
leave. There won't be any too much
on hand with all the relatives coming. You know what an appetite
Henry Benedict always has."
"Mary!" ald Mr. Hanson, coming
nearer to his wife and looking critically at her, "do you feel cold or in
a chill
"No, not a bit," the answer came
'
calmly.
"Hot then?"
"No, not hot either. I feel remarkably well considering what is before
me tonight. I have the bedrooms
ready, too," she added, with satisfaction. "I have made up a bed in the
east room; I thought it would do well
enough for Henry."
"Mary, Mary! What alls you?"
broke in Mr. Hanson, now thoroughly aroused to the awfulness of the
occasion and with a long lost look of
tenderness creeping over his grim
face. "Do you mean to say that you
really believe that you are going to
to die tonight?"
"Certainly." responded Mrs. Hanson, "I know it."
"Come, Man. now, and sit quietly;
while I go after Dr. Jones; he'll rea-o- n
you out of this and tell you what
a wrong idta you
have in your

r

CALL FOR BIOS.
Las. Vegas, N. M..

ion that times, good or bad. could
never again affect her personally.
Aloud she asid, "I think myself
that Hannah would do as well for
you as anyone; she knows the ways
of the house and Is honest and faithful."
After they had satisfactorily accomplished this domestic errand the
ride progressed without further Incident, while Mr Hanson furtively
watched the quiet woman at his side.
It was dusk when they reached home
and Mr. Hanson, with Increasing fear,
assisted Mary Into the house, then
left her again Just long enough to
the horse to the stable and leave
word for Dr. Jones to come to the
Hanson house that evening and be
prepared to stay all night. The subject of supper was not broached. Mr.
Hanson made lights, which instead of
cheering only revealed those dreadful
preparations everywhere.
The time dragged wearily until the
doctor came, then James recited the
facts of the case and told of the fate
ful end predicted by Mary. Dr. Jones
looked puzzled and thoughtful.
Mary lay quietly and comfortably
In her bed. but Mr Hanson was now
on the verge of a collapse and needed
constant reassuring, which the doctor
supplied with a patience acquired
through years of experience.
Slowly the hours dragged by.
"The night Is not over yet," Mary
would warn them occasionally, and
the clock ticked on.
Finally James detected the first ray
Of light in the eastern horizon.
"Mary!" he cried joyfully. "The
night is over and you are still here!"
"Why, so I am!,' in apparent sur"It was such a strange idea
prise.
that I had, James; it seemed to possess me through and through. Well,
I had a real happy day yesterday,
with the ride and getting ready for

5,
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bolts new elastic ribbon.
bolt 12 or, canvas.
50 yards apron gingham.
400 yards gingham.
100 yards chev!ot.
500 yards
unbleached Pepperell
sheeting,
200 yards Canton flannel, 1 yard
2

1
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April
Sealed proposals will be received at
the office of the secretary of the
Board of Directors of the New Mexico Insane Asylum at Las Vegas, New
Mexico, until 10 o'clock,
Tuesday,
wide.
May, 7th. 1912, for the furnishing and
100 yards bleached sheeting, 10-delivery at the New Mexico Insane
150
yards unbleached sheeting,
or
all
any of the hereinafAsylum of
10-ter named supplies required for the
50 yarda outing flannel, light color.
maintenance of the hospital, com400 yards Old Hickory
1st.
shirting.
'912.
mencing May
200 ards crash toweling.
name
28,000 pounds flour, bidder
1 200
tons slack, f. o. b. asylum
brand.
awitch.as
required from May I, 1912, RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERlti,000 pounds potatoes.
to May 1, 1913.
10,000 pounds sugar.
TISEMENTS
100 tons nut coal, f. o. b.
asylum
600 pounds
evaporated
apples, as
from
required
May 1 1912, to May Five cents per line each Insertion.
crop 1911.
1913.
600 pounds
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
evaiorated peaches, 1,
All foregoing; to be delivered at the No
ad to occupy leas space than two
crop 1911.
lines. All
400 pounds
advertisements
evaporated apricots, asylum.
charged
Bidders submit samples of articles will be booked
at space actually set,
crop 1911.
-marked with an asterisk
).
without regard to number of words.
400 pounds
cooking figs, crop
The Hoard of Directors of the In- Cash in advance
1911.
preferred.
sane Asylum reserve the right to re700 pounds prunes.
ject any and all bids.
700 pounds raisins, 1 crown.
Bidders should write plainly on
4,000
pounds lard, bidder name
the following: "Bids for
envelope
brand.
for the New Mexico Insane
Supplies
1,300 pounds rice, good quality.
Asylum," with the name or names
2,200 pounds coffee.
of bidders.
450 pounds coffee, Guatamala preJefferson Raynolds,
ferred.
President.
white corn meal,
2,000 pounds
M. K. GORTNEH,
more or less, as required.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2.
450 pounds chewing tobacco, fresh
3,

8--

stock.
350 pounds baking powder, bidder
name brand.
60 pounds black pepper.
1,400 pounds Oleomargarine.
400 pounds butter, more or less,
as required.
10 pounds cocoa.

company."
Dr. Jones 'rose and started wearily
for home. As the door closed after
him Mr. Hanson said tenderly: "Now
you lie still and rest, Mary, and by
and by Hannah will bring you up
3ome breakfast." Then he added, not

6,000 pounds oats, recleaned.
500 pounds washing powder.

2,000 pounds soap chips.
without a pleased anticipation In his
18,000 pounds corn chop.
own voice, "And, Mary, I've been
12 cases Quaker Oats.
thinking that perhaps it would do
16
cases Pettijohn's
Breakfast
you good if we went away for a little
trip. I believe that with the house- Food.
16 cases granulated hominy.
work and making over the carpet and
the summer boarders maybe you've
30 cases soda crackers, as requiroverdone a little without realising it." ed.
He hurried away to send Hannah
10 cases tomatoes.
up with the breakfast' and left Mary
6 cases green peas.
with
him
after
looking affectionately
6 cases California pears.
face.
on
smile
her
a strange
6 cases California apricots
Then, "Maybe I didn't realize it and
again maybe I did," she whispered
6 cases California cherries.
oracularly.
6 cases California green Gages.
6 cases California peaches.
LIKE A MATRIMONIAL BUREAU
2 cases Knox gelatin.
6 cases syrup, "Old Manse" or "P.
tfherever Young Women Are Publicly
V. Blend."
HI
Has
Employed Cupid
25 cases laundry soap.
Hands Full.
10 cases toilet soap.
Not very long ago a restaurant
5 cases gloss starch, Kinasford pre
(eopar lat it b known, that ho wantcti ferred.
i plain woman as cashier, because he
3 cases toilet paper.
was tired of teaching pretty girls their
2 cases safety matches.
ask only to have them whisked away
c
:o matrimony.
5 cases sapollo.
Many girls in
places find their occupation in
4 cases smoking tobacco, a gross
tome sort the equivalent of a matri- each.
monial agency, which Is exactly what
140 jackets corn syrup, 2s.
;ome practical persons would call any
14 bales salt,
sort of organized social life. Wher-ve- r
1 barrel vinegar.
young women are thus publicly
12 quarts lemon extract.
employed Cupid seems to have his
lands full. There is always some man
12 quarts vanilla extract.
.alklng confidentially to the girl be12 dozen brooms.
hind the eating bar, and
grizzled
4 dozen mopsticks.
van:riflers display their overmature
2 dozen scrub brushes.
Whtmkej youbde soivuctt itoiKtl
ty to the laughing young women who
coffee at cut rates in a dozen
4 dozenj men's caps.
lispense
himself
made
Mr.
Hind."
Hanson
neat little shops. It Is happily given
30 dozen socks.
eady in haste, noticing meanwhile o most girls to see no farther than
12 dozen handkerchiefs.
he air of preparation that the whole they choose to look, so that they are
souse presented. Upstairs on the ible to
5 dozen Men's shoes as follows:
carry on the romantic little
jest dresser stood a huge bouquet of fame day after day, and get out of it 2 dozen 7s; 1 dozen 8s; 1 dozen 9s;
sweet peas of Mary's own raising ill the fun of the most
amusing sport Vi dozen 10s.
which breathed out a welcoming fra- sver invented without troubling their
8 dozen boxes thread, as follows:
grance. The entire effect sent his pretty heads too much about the fu- 1
dozen
white No. 70; 2 dozen white
hastened
he
art to his throat and
ture, while the bewildering number No.
2 dozen white No. 30; 1 doz
50;
ut with anxiety on his face.
come
men
ind variety of
that go and
He was gone only a few minutes, beneath the eyes of such women in- en white No. 20; 1 dozen white No
iowever.
creases the romantic interest in the 16; 1 dozen black No. 40.
"The doctor isn't in, nor won't be situation, and lends it a convenient
4 dozen combs.
tremintil evening," he announced
Indefinlteness. In a community where
1 dozen
aluminum combs.
blingly. "How are you feeling now, there is a feminine surplusage of many
dozen
fine
combs.
l
Mary?"
thousands the
of the few that
2 dozen boxes
"It's Just as well he wasn't there, have a daily position
knitting cotton,
speaking acquaintance
Tames," his wife answered cheerfully. with several hundred men each is white No. 10.
"You know I'm not going till tonight, inlque and
6 dozen thimbles, assorted sizes.
picturesque. They acquire
anyway."
:he taste of the connoisseurs, and have
2 dozen crochet hooks,
assorted
to
gat"What would you say, Mary,
ieflnite opinions as to the kind of man sizes.
ing out for a ride? It's a beautiful that is worth a bit of extra trouble,
1 dozen corsets, as follows: 2 No.
Jay and it might do you good," Mr. and the kind that deserves to take his
Hanson suggested, at his wits' end :offee and crullers unsweetened by 19; 4 No. 20; 4 No. 25; 2 No. 23.
;o know what to do next.
5 dozen ladies' shoes, as follows:
even the ghost of a smile. Boston
"Why, I think that would be very Herald.
V4 dozen No. 9;
dozen No. 8; 2
feasant. We might as well make the
No.
No. 5; 1 dozen
dozen
dozen
6;
oest of the time and I haven't been
He "Didn't Give a Whoop."
No.
two
more
in
Main
street
than
beyond
When the 9:20 train from Tarry-tow1 dozen spreads, 2V4 yards by 2'A
vears."
was drawing into the Grand CenOnce more Mr. Hanson hurried out, tral station yesterday morning a pleas- yards.
his time to return with a comfortable ant looking, square-Jawe5 dozen ink tablets.
young man.
vehicle. Then followed the task of who had been studying a Sunday
C dozen boxes bone buttons.
helping Mary get ready, which be ful- school lesson paper, rose and followed
4 dozen blankets
filled dutifully.
his wife to the door. A brusque,
5 dozen napkins.
"Your bonnet doesn't look very well sportily-dresseman from the same
2 dozen
coat
to
what
gauze vests, assorted
isn't
it ought
and your
town saw that the wife bad
tie; you'd better get some new things left her fur boa In the seat and, seiz- sizes.
when you feel like looking around u ing it, he pushed forward and tapped
6 dozen thin cups and saucers.
little," with his voice full of a mo- the young man on the shoulder.
6 dozen thin dinner plates.
mentary hope that Mary's strange
"Your lady has lost something," he
2 dozen creamers.
as
even
now
fancy was passing
said, holding out the boa.
16 dozen sauce dishes, heavy.
quickly as it had come. Not so, howHe of the square Jaw smiled and
12 dozen heavy dinner plates.
ever.
thanked the stranger.
12 dozen granite plates.
"The hat and coat are well enough
an umbrella back here, too,"
"Here's
for one more wearing," Mary an- some one called.
6 dozen granite cups and saucers.
swered, significantly.
"Gee' that's my umbrella; here, tosg
6 dozen granite dishup dishes.
Carefully Mr. Hanson lifted his wife it over," exclaimed the brusque ona
dozen syrup pitchers.
un
take
the
ride
to
the
into
carriage
"By all means don't forget your umH
dozen
milk strainers,
most
unusual
circum
sier these
brella In doing us a kindness," laughed
size.
stances.
man.
the young
"Well go first and hunt up Han
12 dozen ladies' hose, as follows:
"You betcher life I won't."
nab. and see if she will come back to
The car emptied and some one 6 dozen No. 10; 4 dozen No. 8V4; 1
work," he proposed. "Times are go- tapped the brusque man on the arm. dozen No. 9; 1 dozen No.
ing to be better now," be added lame
"Very nice young man that. Did you
12 dozen pearl buttons, assorted
ly.
know who it was?" be asked.
sizes.
Mrs. Hanson smiled responsively
"No, and I dont give a whoop"
12 dozen ladles' shoelaces.
at the better prospect for the world
"He was John D. Rockefeller, Jr."
In genera, but conveyed the Impres- New York World.
12 dozen men's shoelaces.
semi-publi-
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KNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL
kO MH. Moot. mnuuu iumi. .
fourta
K M.
in O. R. C. hall. Planes
Thursday
munication first and
building. Visiting members are osr
third Thursday in eaah
dially invited! W. R Tipton. 0. K.I
brothmonth. Visiting
S. P. Mackel, f. S.
ers cordially invited
. R. Murray.
N. O. Herman. W.
MODERN WOODMEN OF
AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet, in th
toreBt of brother
love at Wtuunieii of the World
LAS VEOA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
nail on to
and fourth FriKeg
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
v
second
Suiar conclave
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. vTs
Maday in each month at
ing neighbors are especially we)
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
come and cordially Invited.
Boucher. 8. C; Chaa Tamrae, Re
CHAPMAN

LOOCE

NO.

A. F. 4
com-

D
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Tues-jflasss-

corder.

F. 0. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at Woodman hall. Visiting Brothers
corLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
dially invited to attend. A. M.
MA80N8 Regular convene
ARCH
tlon first Monday in eacn
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Secmonth at Masonlo Tenv
retary.
pie, at 7:80 p. m. M. R
Williams, H. P.; F. O.
DENTISTS.
MSrfli

WSSS

V)i
Wast

Blood,

Secretary.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has
in
ft, Meeta first and third Fridays
at office and residence.
A beautiful woman needs no letMasonlo Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
O.
Rutledge
ter of Introduction.
Worthy Matron; James
ATTORNEYS
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp
When a man says he prefers to
WANTED At Onava, N. M.,
one
Secretarv. Phone Main 329, 120
live in the suburbs it's a safe bet that
HUNKER & HUNKER
W. W.
Sunday school treasurer,
Grand avenua
his wife refuses to live in the city.
Wagner, who left country taking
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Huuka
school funds with him. Liberal reat Law.
Attorneys
1,
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
ward offered for return of funds. S. EL
Las
New Men
Vegas,
Meets
PYTHIAS
IMPORTANCE OF THE KITCHEN
OF
KNIGHTS
S. Smith, S. S. Superintendent.
every Monday eve
SICIANS
Place Where Food Is Prepared, Above WANTED Girl
ning in Castle Hall.
for
housegeneral
Should
Be
Everything,
Kept
Visiting Knights are
work. 1013 Fourth street.
H. W. rfoUF, D. O., M. D.
Scrupulously Clean.
Invited.
cordially
Physician and Surgeon
iChas. E. Liebsoh- No part of our home is more impor- WANTED Young man of neat ap
I treat alii kinds of diseases, bat
nler, Chan eel
tant than the kitchen, whether we ocpearance to canvass Hurry. 810
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose aae
Commander.
Harry
cupy it ourselves or relegate it to a
Lincoln.
throat, and the fitting of glassea
maid. It does not do to Imagine when
Martin, Keeper of
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
furnishing that "any old thing" is good HELP WANTED At
Records and Seal.
Phoenix
342.
ranch,
for
oil
Vegas
use.
kitchen
Faded
sough
at once. Experienced man and
cloth and soiled rag carpet should not
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
wife.
be seen in a part of the house that
70S Sixth Street
NO
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
from the hygienic point of view should
101 Meets every Monday night at
be all freshness and brightness. Our WANTED First class seamstress.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
LOCAL TIME CARD
kitchens should be kept scrupulously
902
Third
Inquire
street
8 o'clock.
clean, and they should be furnished
Visiting members are
with this end in view.
cordially welcome. E. E. Gearing,
EAST BOUND
woman who has
Young
No unnecessary articles should be WANTED
J. T. Buhler, secretary;
president;
Arrive
in
Send
experience
there to get in the way of the occubookkeeping.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
9:16 p. a
No. 2.
9:10 p. m.
pants. The walls should be painted,
correspondence care Box 548 Las
11:10
or, If there is paper, it should be light
No. 4. .11:06 p m
Vegas, N. M.
and easily washed, and the floor
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 8. ...1:16
m
1:26
ought to be covered with light inlaid WANTED Board in
it O. of B B. Meets every first No. 10.
2:10 P.
p. m
y
family,
private
linoleum.
Inlaid floor covering costs
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
within walking distance of 900
In the beginning more, but it is the
rooms of Temple Mouteflore at 8
on
block
Fourth
street.
WEST BOUND
S.,
and
has
Optic.
it
only satisfactory wear,
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are No. 1
1:46 P.
colors
found
been
are really
that light
r.l:20 p. m
Isaac Appel, No. 3
invited
more economical than dark. A bright
oonHz.lly
6:15 p. m
m
6:10
table cover and a basket chair are de
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec- No. 7
4:50 p. ih
4:40 p. m
tails of kitchen furnishing that will
retary.
7:00 p. no
No. 9
:35 p. m
be much appreciated by the occupants. FOR RENT Best
potato ranch in

pht

Wanted

I
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For Rent

PRIZE

GRAND

DUKE

CAKE

Recipe That Won the Ribbons at the
Montana and Illinois State
Fairs.

county. Ideal health resort. Good
fishing and hunting. S. L. Barker,
Beulah, N. M.

I.

O. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening at
their ban on Sixth street All visit-

WHY HE WAS LATE

"What made you so late?"
"I met Smithson."
"Well, that is no reason why you
-v
ing brethren cordially invited to at should be an hour late getting home
FORI RENT Two
room
furnished
tend. J . D. FridensUne, N. G.; to supper."
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
"I know, but I asked him how he
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
was feeling, and he Insisted on tellKarl
Wertz, Treasurer; ing me about his stomach trouble."
Secretary;
i'OR RENT Three furnished rooms.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
"Did you tell him to take Chamber1108 Douglas avenua
lain's Tablets?"
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second
FURNMHED rooms for rent; modern
by all dealers.
fourth Tuesday evening of e
convAlienees. Peter Murphy's, 910
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visitl
For rheumatism you will find noFour
street
better than Chamberlain's LiniG
are
thing
brothers
cordially Invited.
ment.
'
Try it and see how quickly
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: n
3 rooms for housekeeDFOR REnNT
it gives relief. For sale by all deal- -a
Condon, Secretary.
ing, balh and toilet. Call at Optic.

This grand duke cake took first
prize at the Montana and the ribbon
st the Illinois fair:
Two cups sugar, one cup of butter,
one cup sweet milk, white of eight
eggs well beaten, three cups of flour
after sifted, three teaspoonfuls baking powder, one teaspoonful vanilla.
Bake in three layers.
Filling One cup sugar, half cup
water, cook until syrup strings; stir
In the white of one egg beaten well;
add half pound of chopped blanched
almonds, half pound of seeded raisins
Smie
chopped, half pound of figs chopped,
teaspoon of vanilla, Ice the top of FOR
SALS Belgian hares, call at
cake with boiled Icing one cup of
905 National.
Willie Goke.
2t
sugar, half cup of water; cook until
syrup strings; stir In the white of one
TJ. R.
egg beaten well, one teaspoonful va EGGS for hatching.
Fishel
nilla and a pinch of cream tartar, and
strain white Plymouth Rocke and
blanched almonds, and cut In two
Thompson strain barred rocks $1.00
and put on top of cake and all sides.
for 15. Barnes, 1018 Twelfth street
National Food Magazine.

1.

For

Moose.
Cook this in a double boiler. On
cup maple syrup, cook until it strings;
add one dessertspoon powdered gelatine, soaked in a little cold water;
heat this all together; beat four yolks
of eggs, very light; pour the syrup
over the yolks and stir, then put on
Maple

FOR SALE Good genne mare, suit
able for farm work. Four years
old; weight 1,100. Y.'m. Prager
Montezuma, hotel. Hot Springs.

Crystal Ice
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

FOR
SALE Thoroughbred
Rose
Comb Brown
Leghorn and Rose
Comb Rhode Island Red setting

the stove Just for two to three mineggs, S1.50 for 16. Telephone Vegas
utes. Take it from the boiler and stir
208.
until it begins to thicken and when
cool add a pinch of salt, beat whites
of five eggs very light, and add It to FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, S12 per 100. Orders
the rest, and whip one pint of sweet
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevdouble cream very stiff. Add this
all together and flavor with what you
ens, Humboldt Kan.
like. Mold this and pack in snow or
ice. Delicious when made as rule
calls for.
Nobody ever heard of a good house-t- o
run his business, but everybody
keeper trying to tell her husband how
Sugar Racks.
Some of the autumn brides have hears of a poor business man trying
been receiving little silver wedding to tell his wife howl to run the house.
presents, the use of which it was hard
to determine. These small silver
You will look a good while before
racks are seven or eight Inches long
and a tall handle cuMVes up over the you find a better medicine for coughs
and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
middle, the rack standing on tiny
Remedy. It not only gives relief
carved legs. These racks are intend- It
cures. Try It when you have a
ed for the oblong slabs of sugar which
or cold, and you are certain
cough
are now preferred to the
to be pleased with the prompt cure
lumps. About 30 bits of sugar wilj which It will effect. For sale by all
fit on a rack and one may lift one off dealers.
daintily without touching any of the
It seems as If a girl is always willrest
ing to marry a man if there are reasons enough why she shouldn't.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom among al
the particular thing-i- worth moit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery, and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
tort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

s

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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3EVEW

came upon four ot the men at work police. They acted promptly and the
the these oodies wil have aa active i
one of them vested aa a. bislic.. one beggaxi were even more prompt n lesnlt of
week.
resents rive in the official work an I
Uh an archdeacon, one as a piie. .ml
leaving the city. The methodical way
Organizations if lafcor have obtain deliberations of the other.
one aa a monk.
in which they worked In New York ed free textbook i for the children in
A powerful labor organization wWob)
In deference to the rank ':e had as has led the church authorities
he-- tbe schools of B
rmingham, Ala , and it la piwiietwl. will include within ita
sumed. Dr. Oussani first approached lieve that when New York bag been Nashville, Tenn., and are conducting ranks all tbe longs horosaui
operating
the bishop. He asked the name of his left at a sufficient distance the hand a lively agitation for the same pur- - in the yorts of Eastern Canada
and
diocese, whereupon tne bishop ex- will resume iu operations. For this pose in Atlanta.
the New En eland states has just been
KYank Morrison, secretary
plained he was not a bishop, but a reason yesterday's warning was isof the launched. The promoters hope to seAmerican Federation of IsUtor, re- cure a membership of 25,000 men, and
priest in such straits that his superior sued.
had taken pity on him and given him j Dr. Oussani said last night that only porta that the average membership j Montreal will likely be selected as the
some cast-of-f
raiment. Questions as the College of the Propaganda at for October, November and Decern- - j headquarters.
to the name and station of this bish- - Rome can give permission for a priest ber. Ml. and for January. 1912, was,
op were so skillfully evaded that Dr. to come to this country on such a :.:,,lti(i more than the average mem ARBOR DAY IN BUCKEYE STATE.
Oussani asked the man, as a priest, mission. No eastern priest in the bershlp of the previous year.
Columbus. O., April 6. In response
to show his breviary. Insteaa of thej United States
Frank Duffy, sreneral aerretary of to the proclamation of Governor Har-tb-e
has this permission,
United Brotherhood of Carpenters mon, Arbor day was generally
volume containing the uaily office of and none has had it within 20 years,
d
Joiners of America, is In Wash served throughout the state of Ohio
the priest the man displayed an ordi-ington to make arrangements for the j today by the planting of trees and
nary prayer book printed In Chalseventeenth biennial convention
of flowers and
dale.
by special exercises in
I
the roganization which will b- - held the public schools.
Knew Nothing of Church Rites.
LABOR WORLD NOTES
there next September.
Dr. Oussani then
questioned the
A jewelry firm in Bavaria furnish
When
archdeacon.
he was asked how
es the clothing worn by its employee
he conducted a vesper service he
.,
m
v it
n , .. - bootblacks are orKaniz
m
while at work in the factories, and
made no attempt to answer. The man
washes the garments at Ita own laun
who called himself a priest was even ing.
The world's mines and quarries em- dry. This Is done to preserve any
more unhappy under Dr. Oussani's
particles of gold or any tiny jewels New Drug That Quickly Removes
questions regarding the celebration of ploy six million persons.
In the' course of ten years the Brio which might adhere to the clothes.
These Homely Spots.
mass, and presently he turned to his
There's no longer the slightest ne-The three-yea- r
Btrike of the lake- companion with earnest urgtnga in is h trade unions have increased only
II per cent, while the German nnion seamen's union, involving 15,000 men of feeling ashamed of your freckles,
Chaldaic to move on
othlne double
on the Great Ijikes. has come to an as a new drug,
That evening Dr. Oussani went tohave Increased 240 per cent
The label committee of the Toronto end as the result
trenStl naB be" discovered that
a restaurant on the east sideb where
of
a
in
referendum
,
d to which a
these homely
he found sixteen altogether. There, district trades council has
large majority of the men i poslt,ve,v removes
a
afftltnUd
label
league,
as at the end of the meeting with the organize
voted to return to work. The strike spots.
with the American Federation cf La- was marked by much violence and
Simply get one ounce of othlne
bishop and his suite, the conversation
i
double strength, from any first class
bloodshed.
was all in Chaldaic, evidently because bor.
The men's trade unions of Denmark
Masachusetts is to send a commit druggist in the city of Las Vegas, and
of al belief that Dr. Oussani could not
tee, made up principally of wage earn- apply a little of it at night, and in
understand It. He had shown an have opened their ranks for the
mission of women. Equal pay will be ers, to
Europe to Investigate labor the morning you will see that even
understanding; of so much else that
demanded
for women who do men's conditions. Tbe committee Is
the worst freckles have begun to disthe imposters cared to take no
speciwork.
fically directed to visit the great man appear, while the lighter ones have
chances. But Dr. Oussani did underThe world's largest trade tn ion ufacturing intsltutlons of Grtat Bri- vanished entirely. It is seldom that
stand Chaldaic, and he had not been
composed
entirely of women is said tain and Germany and the watch fac- more than an ounce is needed to comlong In the restaurant before he over- Ito be the Cotton
Operatives' union, tories of Switzerland.
pletely dear the skin and gain a
heard the bishop say sadly:
of Lancashire. This union has 80,000
In Texas, the churches and he trade beautiful clear complexion.
"He's a detective."
members.
i niot,- - tre
Be sure to ask for the double
getting ti.tner .Word- Police Told They Leave City.
Ten thousand working girls cf the
lag to tlu plans agreed upon betwern strength othlne, as this is sold under
Dr. Oussani's report to the cardinal
liicago Woman's Trade Union league the pastors' asoclation and the Cen-guarantee of money back if it fails to
was followed by a complaint to the have contributed $1,200 to the league tral Labor Council of
Dallas, each of ) remove freckles.
'
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DISPLAYS
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CLEVER SLEUTH.
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The Re-'- . Gabriel Oussani. professor of scripture at
St. Joseph's seminary, Dunwoodie, is
also a detective of parts. He knows
most of the tongues and dialects of
the LevanL besides many of those
that are spoken farther to the east
In Asia. He knows New York and
he knows human nature, and just at
present there is on its way west from
this city a band of beggars that will
bear testimony to the trutli of all
these statements.
Because of Dr. Ouissani's detective
ability a warning was issued yesterday in the name of Cardinal Farley
that these beggars, who have been
most profitably masquerading through
New York for the past month as
Catholic priests from Asia Minor, are
They may be members
imposters.
of some schismatic church, but it has
been 20 years since permission has
been given either by Rome or by any
Roman bishop for the soliciting ot
funds.
Finds Four of Them Begging.
Dr. Oussani was designated by the
cardinal to investigate the complaints
about these beggars. The professor
judged he would find some clue to
them in the Syrian quarters of the
lower west side, and after several
days his theory was justified. He
New York. April

Copyright

by Brown

Brothers.

Tha Old Ordar In Naw York Undergoes a Great Chanae People Regain
Their Rights Some of the Methods by Which William J. Gaynor Has
Ended the Rule of "the System" and Established Honest Government.
The People Have Com to Love Him and Speak of Him as a Second
Lincoln A Mayor Who la Doing Big Things In a Quiet Way.

NEW

YORKERS used to smile at

has done, he has brought the city's
government hark to Jeffersonian simplicity
In foruiel' days the door to the mayor's office was a portal through which
only tbe mighty might pass. Now it Is
open to every citizen. The weak and
the poor and the oppressed are as welcome as the rich. Mr. Gaynor sees
three or four times as many people at
his office every day as were received
by his predecessor. No one who has
a reasonable excuse for seeing him is
denied admittance, and no one goes
away unsatisfied To those with complaints of Injustice and there weijp
many of them at first, but their unm-beIs constantly decreanltig under the
general correction of abuses the mayor Inclines a sympathetic ear, and such
action as is needed is taken in the vigorous Gayuor fashion.
The complaint of two peaceable citi
zens who had been roughly handled by
special dfficers without any reason led
to an investigation which developed
tbe fact that there were 4.000 special
policemen in New York who, though
armed with full police powers, were
employed by firms and corporations.
They naturally took orders from those
who paid them their wages without regard to tbe rights of the iiedpitl with
whom they interfered.
Frequent?.?
they went beyond the law. The result
Of this discovery was that
by the mayor's order all of these special officers
were immediately stripped of their au-

with an air of
superiority, but they are
not doing nearly so much of it
now since they have become well ac
qualnted with Mayor William J. Gaynor. He is tbe first fanner cblef executive the city has ever had, or at
least the only one it has had for a
hundred years or more, and he has
given the people a new view of the
possibilities of city life and of the capa
bilities of the man from the countryBefore him the city hull was occu
pied In torn by merchants, lawyers and
politicians, who differed from each oth
er only in uame. They were either
born in the city or had lived there so
long that they had lost all of their in
dividuality and become typical "Noo
Yawkers." They talked in the same
way, wore the same fashionable
clothes and could be counted ou to say
the right thing on all occasions. And
that was all.
Mr. Gaynor, on the other hand, is the
most unconventional man with whom
New York has been intimately associated for generations. He brought
with him the fresh air of the wide out
of doors, along with a distinctive and
decided personality. He was born and
brought up on a farm, has always lived on a farm, for most of the year at
least, and Is proud of the fact that be
Is a good farmer.
Efa believes that a
"Spade is a spade and a thief'" a thief,
no matter what his nfitno or position.
He does big things in a quiet way thority.
without fuss or foolishness, and, what
Early one morning as a merchant
uiu-ou- t
is even more novel, he doun it,
a iM. .;,, fo open fej
waking
any thought of future reward be store he said something that annoyed
-
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Cbe Original Production
YOU

HAVE SEEN THE IMITATIONS

IN LAS VEGAS,

NOW SEE

Received
THE

OKIOINAL
the satisfaction which comes
from a work well done. His judgments are based on what he believes
to be right, and only that. He Is such
an unusual mayor that New Yorkers
didn't quite know what to think of him
at first, but since they have had an
opportunity to watch and study him
they have come to love him, in much
the same way that Lincoln was loved
He Is often spoken of, in fact, as a second emancipator, and not without reason, for, to a much greater extent than
even the most optimistic citizen dared
hope for up to a year or two ago, be
has freed New York from tt fetters
of "The System."
He doesn't look a great deal like Lincolnthis spare, quiet, gray man of
medium hfeight but he's of Lincolninn
stature in other ways. He makes the
same appeal to the popular Imagination, and he stands for the same thing
that Lincoln typified trust in the Almighty and in the Almighty's people.
And he has a whole lot of old fashion
ed notions, of the kind that go with
rag carpets and husking bees and har
vest home festivals.
In the two years that he has occupied the city hall he has done so many
things which New Yorkers had come
to regard as Impossible that the tell
lng of them would make a story as
long as the moral law, which comparison. It may be said. Is no mere figure of speech. Tor one thing, and perhaps it Is really the biggest thing be
yond

a policeman and was arrested on a
charge of spitting on the sidewalk and
dragged off to court Not only was he
denied bail, but the police refused to
allow bim to communicate wilh his
clerks or send them tbe keys to the
store. When his case finally was reached he was dismissed in short order,
but It was nearly noon before he trot
to his store, where sixi ecu clerks were
waiting around outside of the locked
doors, not knowing what had happened. As a consequence of this and oth
er similar Injustices, which were
brought to the mayor's attention, the
police were instructed that instead ol
making arrests for minor offenses, in
cases where the defendant could establish his identity and residence they
must merely serve him with a summons, directing him to appear In court
at a reasonable hour the next day
The working out of this system show
ed a decrease last year of 60,000 useless arrests for trivial causes.
These are merely illustrations of the
simple, but effective, methods through
which Mayor Gaynor is
tag the rights of the citizen, which he
holds to be paramount and sacred, so
long as he keeps within the law, and
even, when he goes beyond the law he
has certain rights which must be respected. The people have learned that
under his administration every citizen
more
ing
will get a square
and nothing less, no matter what his
deal-noth-

station.

DAY LETTER
WESTERN UNION

25,000 OFFICES
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Production alf Grotesque Grander Dwarf
ing the Stagecraft of all limes
William Jennings Bryan says:
"Wonderful! What a picture!
Good as a sermon. Would be a
great picture for Ae church as
well as the theatn,"

The greatest spectacles in the
history of moving pictures. Playing to packed houses in leading
theaters in the large cities.
The greatest Impetus the educational movement has ever had

Approved and ecommended by
scholars, press, :lergy and public

in Motography.
5,000 feet of moving pictures,
by special music
accompanied
and a well known speaker, who
will lecture on the films.

ADMISSION:

CO.

CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD

GN. Q.

80. Blue

Temple, Texas, November 23rd, 1011.
Geo. W. Walker,
Mgr. Hancock Opera House, Austin, Texas:
Dantes Inferno was shown here today in motion,

pictures. Itandwas beyond description, elegantr
instructive
fascinating. Nothing was eve
shown like it before.
It is most instructive
for the one that has read this greatest work,
likewise for the one that has not read it.
Mr. Reese, the lecturer, is a great artist in
his line. He is a polished and eloquent
orator. His lecture and the pictures here,
everybody was ih admiration of them.

4--

22.

P.M. 24th

P. A. Heckman,

Pastor St. Mary's Church

Don't miss tlis opportunity to
see the grandett subject produced in pictures.

Valley of the Abyss; before reaching the Lake of Styx. First Circle The Uri baptized
Second Circle The Lustful.
Gluttons.
Third Circle--Th- e
Fourth Circle Evil Spenders. Spendthrifts or Misers.
Fifth Circle Styx, the Wrathful and the Slothful.
Sixth Circle City of Disc. The Deeper Hell. The Propagate of False Doctrine.
Seventh Circle The Violent. Against Themselves. Against their Neighbors and
Against God.
Eighth Circle (Malbolge. consisting of ten pits.) The Fraudulent Seducers and
Simonists.
False Prophets.
Procurers. Flatterers,
Faithless Custodians of Money.
Hypocrites. Robbers. False Counsellors. Sowers of Discord. Falsifier.
Minth Circle. The Traitors (consisting of four pita), traitors to kindred, traitors t
country, traitors to friends, traitors to benefactors.

a

AND SIMMY

Adults,

(

at

TELEGRAPH

See through the poet's eyes hell as it is, with
The nine grand circles and their divisions:

SA1URDAY

APRIL

IN AMERICA

everywhere.

The BROWNE
a FRIDAY,
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Extraordinary Effects
Marvelously Realistic
THE

5--REL- S--

Hjfip

The roost wonderful Moving Picture ever produced in five reels,
companied by a well known speaker, who will give an
explanatory lecture on the films.

Children

H

S6e
25e

IBe

BROWNE

Friday, Saturday
Admission

for each crime as follows:

and Sunday, April 5, 6 and 7
-

-

25c

Ghildren, 15

EIGHT
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Special
11:30 to

Florida Tangerines, Navel Oranges,
In all Sizes, Cape Cod Cranberries, Jumbo
Bananas, Malaga Grapes. Dates
and Figs, Fancy Apples
&

VEGETABLES
Green Asparagus
Celery
Green Onions

Fresh Tomatoes
Spinach
Rhubarb
Carrots

Parsley
Oyster Plant

New Cabbage
Leek

Soup Bunches

Lettuce
Radishes

Turnips
Beets

SWEET POTATOES

Phone Main 193 or Main 19

Turkey
Tomatoes (Florida

Tomatoes "Mexico"

Parsley

Soup Bunches

Cauliflour

Asparagus
Young Onions

Radishes
Spinach
New Potatoes

Oyster Plant

Tangerines

New Oranges
Bananas

Fancy Eating Apples
Strawberries

Fresh Pineapples
Fancy Cheese

Grape Fruit

WeAre

H.

5TEARNS
GROCER
We Are The

Distributers of

LIAtBERTS
HOLLAND-DUTC-

Las Vegas

H

ARTS C CRAFTS

Agents
OF THE FAMOUS

HIGH IN

2 p.

turkey dinner, Sunday,
m. Cafe De Laze.

El

Porvenlr sweet pea seed
sale at Roaero Mercantile Go.

for

Walter P. Lent, when arraigned before Judge D. R. Murray yesterday
afternoon on the charge of drunkenBuy a hat for little money strictly
sentenctailor made. Mra. L,. P. Wright, 509 ness, pleaded guilty and was
10 days' duty on the chain gang.
to
ed
Sixth street.
3t
Lent was arrested Wednesday night
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged by Night Officer Ed Ward.
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Business in the city court, presidFor picture framing, go to the Va- ed over by Judge D. R. Murray, was
dull during the month of
riety hop at 703 Douglas avenue, unusually
March, with only 10 arrests. At no
next to Agua Pura company.
time was the cty cooler crowded and
at
Rosenthal the chain gang averaged about two
Souvenir Easter dance
during that period. Of these 10 arhall, Saturday, April 6.
rests eight were made on the charge
The town council of the West side of drunkenness, one on the charge of
will meet tonight for the purpose of vagrancy, and one for dumpig rubbish
canvassing the vote cast in the re- in the city limits.
cent town election.
The asparagus season in California
is now at its height and an average
at the court house to Juan
of three Wells Fargo refrigerator
Maeetas, aged 52, and Oumednda cars a
day with a special train once
Martinez, aged 28. Both are residents a week are now
Deing run through
of. Gonzales.
Las Vegas, bound for eastern markets.
on the
Harry A. Mossiman this morning Wednesday night, running
of a second section of train
schedule
as
court
house
for
at
the
i
applied
No. 8, a train of seven Wells Fargo
bounty on two coyotes killed by him
cars
went through Las Vegas billed
near Beulah recently.
for New York City. Another of these
The funeral of Charles Hendricks special trains will pass through here
occurred yesterday at 10:30 o'clock on Wednesday nights now for several
from the chapel of J. C. Johnsen and weeks. These shipments of asparaRev. E. C. Anderson of the gus are for the Saturday markets in
Son.
First Methodist church officiated at New York City. The cars are billed
the services. Interment was in Odd from Los Angeles but the asparagus
Fellow's eemetery.
is the product of the entire southern
part of California.
During the month of March ii
bound volumes were added to thfc
Judge David J. Leahy has issued an
shelves of the Carnegie library by order to the
Topeka Mica Manufacgift, raising the number of books to turing company to appear in his court
One thousand
two hundred on
7,339.
April 15 and show cause why an
twenty-sevebooks were loaned to
injunction should not be Issued
patrons of the library during the against that
corporation compelling it
month and 1,854 people used the lib- to
abandon the property of the An
rary. Fifteen cards were issued to derson Mica
Mining company. The
new patrons. There are four daily
order of the court U the result of the
on
seven
the
taibles,
weekly
papers
application of the Anderson company
periodicals and 11 monthly
and Is directed to S. B. Rohrer and
rtaipu nuiirer, oniciais or tne lopoKii
The Anderson company al
company.
The body of Joseph Raycratt arrivS. B. Rohrer formerly was
that
leges
ed in Bloomington, 111., on Wednesday
as
employed
manager of Its proper
morning, March 27 and was taken to
which lie near Ribera, but that
ties,
his old home nine miles north of the
Ihe subsequently organized the Tope
ntiy, Irani wiMcn pace tue lunerat "ag
held on Friday morning. Thought ne ka Mica Manufacturing company, a
roads were almost impassable, people rival concern. The plaintiff company
gathered from far and near to pay the alleges further that Rohrer attempted
last tribute of respect to one wi10nl to procure claims belonging to the
they had learned to love from early Anderson company and Is at present,
boyhood. At the Holy Trinity church through his company, occupying Its
at Bloomington solemn high mass premises and mining its claims. The
was said. His cousin, Rev. T. E. Cox, plaintiff company asks that the Towas celebrant. He was laid to res! peka company be restrained from fur-he- r
occupancy of Its property.
by the side of his mother and fathel
in St. Mary's cemetery.

IN PRICL

CARD OF THANKS

L1MBERT LINE
The Very Best in

$864

325PRING5IM
SCAT

CUSHION

"

Mission Furniture.

MAQAZINL
RACK5 AND
WOKCASE5IN
A

The Quality is Remembered
Long After the
Price is Forgotten.

LARGE

VWETYOF
5IZE5 AT
REASONABLE

PRICE5.

J.

C.

Jobnsen

&

Son

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS.

A.T

OH
GO

SPECIAL
EASTER TIES

THE ORIGINAL
18 HERE

FOR ONE DAY

BEFORE YOU DO
ANYTHING ELSE

Your Choice of Any Tie in the House

TO

50c

THE BROWNE THEATER
AND SEE THE PICTURES OF

yes-teerd-

QUALITY

LW

The Ladies' Aid aocUty of the baptist church will hold a bake sale at
the Baptist church Sat u May beginning
at 10 a. m.

NEW SHIPMENT JUST ARRIVED

HELL

M. GREENBERGER

AS CONCEIVED BY THE IMMORTAL POET.
ORIGINAL

"INFERNO"

DANTE'S

thb:

Graaf & Hay ward Go. Store

Ve wish to thank our friends for
tnelr many kindnesses and sympathjl
during the illness and death of oujj
beloved husband and father, Frank

From a Strictly

Schnwtt.

forget.

THE BROWNE
TONIGHT
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
APRIL 5, 6 AND 7

wwmm

mm

f r.

ti

i

Point

Sanitary

Ray-crai-

Fresh Fish
Salt Fish
Smoked Fish
Canned Fish

ONE AND
HOURS.

ONE-HAL-

Traveling in a special car the glee
club of Grinnell College for Girls, of
Grinnell, la., arrived in. Las Vegas
this afternoon on train No. 1 and will
give a concert at the Duncan opera
house tonisht on the Santa Fe read
ing room circuit. This musical club
has been recommended by Superin
tendent Busser as one of the best in
the west and tonight at tlie perform
ance the tollege maidens will be wel
comed by ia. capacity house. The last
of the sea were taken by 10 o'clock
this morning and it will be necessary
to place chairs in the foyers to ac
commodate the demand for seats. The
concer company Is made un of 27
people and every member is a true
usician. Dorothy Tuttle,
reader,
is also with tbje club ana a literary as
ell as musical program, will be ren- ered. The Concert will start at 8:30

FERNDELL

JAM

SISTERS.

The difference between love and
dyspepsia is mrely a matter of years.

617 Douglas

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

,d r

--

tUmm mmm Jl

E. D. Reynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

ARE INVITED

(PURE FRUIT

AND

SUGAR)

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivimd!, Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

ALL THIS WEEK.
507 Sixth Street

6th. STREET.

PERRY ONION &

Time Deposits

COAL AND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

wD. W.CONDON

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN
WEBER

WAGONS

Mccormick

30c Per Jar

EVERYWHERE.
507

HaDett" Reynolds Cashier

H.'Erle Hoke Asst Cashier

Used to Make.

Every nook and corner a mass of beauty antffragrance.

STORE AT

.j .

MOTHER

to visit our store and see the splenjd
plants and cut flowers for Easft't
FLOWERS

n

Davis Vice President

Just Like

YOU

nil

t,

Try a Glass
of

Laundry
81

LASTS

Big Fight

Proposition.

15C

CARD OF THANKS

Las Vegas Steam
Phone Main

SHOW

25c

MERICAN NAVY EFFICIENT.
ensaeola, Fla., April 5. A new
On account of the distance being worUd's record in night torpedo firing
so
r we cannot meet and per- was made last night In this harbor by
sonally thank all who were friends the united States destroyers Trapp
of oUf loving brother, Joseph A.
and Monaghan. Every torpedo sent
and we take this manner of ex- from uhe tubes of the vessels struck
pressing our sincere thanks to the the bulseye of the target.
people of Las Vegas and Waitrous
who viere so kind and good to him.
We thitnk the good sisters at St Anthony's sanitarfum for their kidness
to him whiJo he was with them. We
thank these who were with him at the
time of ids death. We thank each and
everyone who helped to make life
brighter lyr him while he was so far
away front home and loved ones. And
though he had none of his relatives
with him it the time of his death,
we can alwyg feel grateful that our
dear broth' Joe had many friends
wherever he was.
Sincerely,
HIS LOVNG BROTHERS AND

you will do well to send your
family washing to us. Consider these reasons:
First. We launder your
clothes in clean, sanitary surroundings.
Second. We launder them
by a process that is scientific
cally perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
your clothes.
You know when
Third.
your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather,
sickness, holidays none of
these affe it.
Fifth. It costs you little
morej
Try US.

;!

ADMISSION:

Adults
Children

'clock.

MRS. CHRISTINE SOHMIDTT
MISS OTILIA SOHMIDTT.

is on Between
the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best; of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising

THE

Five Reels of Films and $100,000 Pro
duction the greatest the world has
ever known with a lecture you won't

n

PRESERVES AND JELLIES

J.

say you have seen Dante'
Inferno in Vegas before, you have
merely seen a very bad Imitation In
f
reels.
Strictly fresh ranch eggs 20c per one and
dozen at Pete Roth's meat market.
Don't

at Peter

A marriage license, was issued

For Tour Easter Dinner

Lettuce (California Head)

3-- .

Try a dram of Old Taylor bouroou
at the Opera Bar.

LOCAL NEWS
Home dressed ctickers
Roth's meat market.

IN FRUITS
California

112.

5,

one-hal-

CAN GET FOR FASTER SUNDAY

YOU

APRIL

Full Line of
l

SN

BOUCHER'S
Fhem

Vcsms 121

THEPLAZAD

VEHICLE

HARNESS

,mpl
SADDLES
SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

